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Preface 
 
The work presented here is the creation of its expressed author and articulates his 
own views on the subjects under consideration. All texts and works of other authors, 
necessary to convey a context and basis for the writing in this document, are referenced 
and cited according to academic and scientific conventions. 
Collaborations with other artists are mentioned and credited whenever justified. 
Authorship of appropriated materials through artistic practice is mentioned adequately 
when applicable, except when it is unknown, as is the case of the found or acquired 
photographs involved in this research.  
Authorship of photographs in this document is my own, except where noticed. 
In relation to those photographs reproduced and transformed into new work of my 
own authorship, I hereby state that although they are under my protection I do not own 
any right over their original creation, therefore I consider myself merely their temporary 
holder. The originals will be given to anyone able to prove to be the author, the subject 
or relative to any of them. 
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Abstract 
 
This research is concerned with the appropriation of personal photographs within 
contemporary art practice. The scope of the investigation ranges from the study of 
history and theory of photography to the making of experimental artworks with 
vernacular photographic artefacts and images of the pre-digital era.  
The study focuses on tracing the origins of the concept of appropriation in the 
history of art and the influence of the technical and artistic developments of the 
photographic medium in its birth and evolution, followed by an analysis of modes of 
appropriation of vernacular photographs by artists in the twentieth and twenty first 
centuries. 
Through practice, there is an engagement with the appropriation of photographs 
from an institutional archive, found artefacts and autobiographical material, relating 
them in ways which take in consideration their specific morphological features, 
historical traces and connections to memory. What concerns this study is therefore how 
and if the photographs coming from these various sources relate to this unstable and 
permanently expanding definition of vernacular photography, and its inscription in the 
history of photography. 
The body of work to which this text refers is not documentary but it is about the 
limits of the document, involving a staging and performance of the concept of archive 
and its fragmentations. The photographs appropriated are put in evidence in the new 
creations through selection, sequencing, writing, displaying, performing and publishing. 
Each piece presented is an essay about ways of seeing and thinking the tangible matter 
of old vernacular photographs. 
The technological tools used in the process of study, transformation and 
presentation of practice are the ones available today. They allow us to demonstrate that 
photography as always been a technological tool in permanent change and a motor to 
the dominant cultural and political systems of our era. Contemporary digital devices of 
presentation and analysis of photographic images became a key aspect of the practice 
associated with this research as a means to make photography reflect on itself.  
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Figure 1: Fragment from study for Still Film, 2011. DC. CA. 
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The photograph carries a paradox that is part of its allure: witnesses life like no 
other representation before, but in it there’s the imperious sign of future death. 
Hence, in portraits of people, the punctum is also time. 1  
(Serén 2002, p. 97) 
 
 
 Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 The first thing that should be seen upon an encounter with this exposition ought 
to be a photograph. In this photograph (fig. 1) a man’s hand in a dark background, holds 
a black and white portrait of a young man. The texture and colour of the hand’s skin 
fills most of the frame and the small portrait is slightly off the centre of the composition. 
The size of the hand in contact with the printed photograph, gives a relative sense of 
scale and weight. The image is constructed with minimal technical means: camera, 
tripod, diffused light.  
 This is the fragment of a study for one of the earliest works developed from this 
artistic research, which came to be called Still Film. What I want to tell the reader by 
revealing this image before anything else is that this research is about photographs: the 
kind that a person can hold in the hand, tear apart, or caress as if touching the real; the 
photographs that concern “the home and the heart” (Batchen 2000 p. 57).   
 The work developed from these experiments (fig. 2) went through several stages 
of transformation until it became a two-minute video, captured in a single static shot. 
Still Film is an exploration of the grounds where still photography and the cinematic 
narrative collide through the representation of time. This work is self-referential in the 
sense that it addresses simultaneously Photography and Film, becoming an essay on 
concepts of duration on both mediums, but it can also be read as self-referential in the 
sense that it is autobiographical. The small passport photograph is a portrait of my 
father as a young man and the hand that holds it is my own.   
                                               
1 Maria do Carmo Serén analysis of Roland Barthes Camera Lucida. Translation of the original in 
Portuguese. 
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Figure 2: Study for Still Film, 2011. DC. CA.	 
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The reason I chose to work with this photograph from my family’s legacy is 
because from my perspective it can be simultaneously recognizable and strange. In 
1972, when my father passed away, my family did not own a camera, therefore all I 
keep as visual memories of him coincide with the few photographic portraits he made 
for identity documents.  
 From my point of view this photograph crystalizes what Sigmund Freud 
established as “unheimlich” - the uncanny. Researcher Jennilee Kinnunen reveals in her 
thesis on “found snapshots” from 2012, that Freud developed the concept from the 
German word “heimlich” that means not just what is familiar but also what is kept out 
of sight: according to Freud’s theory “the uncanny is not simply what is strange and 
unfamiliar, but also what ought to have remained secret and hidden but has come to 
light” (Kinnunen 2012, p. 19). 
 Like most photographs in family legacies, this one relates with a personal 
narrative but becomes significant to this project because it connects with my experience 
at another level: it bridges a gap between my own intimate history and the curatorial 
work with the institutional archive of my hometown, which I have been developing over 
the years. Thus, it serves as an introduction to this research as much as a presentation of 
myself as an individual and artist photographer. 
 This portrait became known to me only after my involvement with the recovery 
of the estate of Fotografia Adriano, in Vila do Conde, Portugal, a local commercial 
studio, where at least for the first half of the twentieth century, most people of the city 
went to make their identity portraits and other photographic services. I had the 
opportunity to photograph the man who’s likely to have made the portrait, Carlos 
Adriano (fig. 3), the last of the photographers in the family, but he was old and unable 
to establish a coherent communication at the time I met him, therefore I will never know 
to what extent he knew my father. I believe they established a mere commercial contract 
for a set of passport photographs. 
 In the context of this research, the small passport photograph of my father 
became a vehicle for the interrogation of the importance of personal photography in the 
construction of a sense of identity and family legacy, but along the way it also exposed 
how such a conventional portrait could recall memories that are potentially traumatic, 
revealing its power as a mnemonic device from where political meanings radiate. 
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Figure 3: Carlos Adriano at his anniversary, 1996. GSP. DC. CA. 
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In the 2015 edition of Photography: A Critical Introduction, Patricia Holland  
refers to the importance of studying personal photography in the following terms:  
 
(…) personal photography derives its power from its role as a social practice, 
embedded in its context. Consequently, when once snapshots and vernacular use 
were dismissed as largely irrelevant to photographic history, they have now 
become central to understanding the digital era. The modes and practices of 
personal photography are exerting influence across the genres. At the same time, 
changes in technology are affecting personal photography to a greater extent 
than other photographic practices. Post-family and post-photography, the 
distinction between public and private, professional and vernacular are 
becoming less clear cut. (Wells et al. 2015 p. 179). 
 
 Holland’s words seem to translate my experience with the legacy of that 
commercial studio, where one can clearly observe that for most part of the first one 
hundred years of its history, the craft and knowledge of photography was mostly 
concentrated in specialist’s hands, who met the needs of people through their 
businesses. The decline of Adriano’s studio in mid 1990’s coincides with the rise of 
digital photography and the culmination of a gradual democratization of the access to 
simplified photographic technologies. 
 Strongly influenced by these events, personal photographs and its exchanges 
with commercial photography, the institutional archive and art photography, became the 
territory to explore in this research. Through the confrontation of photographs from 
these sources, the work I am presenting and attempting to explain, becomes 
simultaneously one of continuity and rupture in my journey through photography 
practice.  
It represents continuity in relation to my commitment with the various forms the 
photographic archive can embody, both as source of historical information and 
conceptual development, consolidating my engagement with the document as an artistic 
creation. On the other hand, my current production also intends to question the 
institutional archive and its role as a space of legitimacy in relation to what should or 
not be preserved and cared for.  
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 The rupture I am referring to is induced by the technological change that 
photography has been through in recent years, as well as the development of criticism 
and theory propelled by this new paradigm. Photography as we came to understand in 
the twentieth century, has been declared dead as it metamorphosed to digital 
technology, but not for long. In the introduction to his book “Pandora’s Camera”, 
photographer and researcher Joan Fontcuberta, unsure of this death, chose the biblical 
idea of crucifixion as a metaphor, because it implied the necessary suffering for a 
resurrection, speaking of a “new photography” that may condemn or save the old 
(Fontcuberta 2011 p. 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: X-Y Installed at Teatro Rivoli, Porto, 2014. DC. C.A. 
 
 
 
 At least a decade earlier and in slightly different terms, Geoffrey Batchen wrote 
about how critics were speaking of the loss of photography’s “truth effect” under the 
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pressure of new photographic technologies but he also added that “photography as a 
separate entity might well be on the verge of disappearing forever, even as the 
photographic as a rich vocabulary of conventions and references lives on in ever-
expanding splendour” (Batchen 2000). 
 Between the steps that give form to a completely silver based photograph, there 
is time for expectation and desire and space for physical interaction with the other 
decisive moments of the photograph’s interpretation. This project reflects on a certain 
way of making photographs that is being contested by new technologies but it is not 
necessarily nostalgic. What I hope to bring to the new work is a challenge to nostalgia 
by researching and exposing artifices and pictorial strategies of photography, through 
the scope of old and contemporary technologies (fig. 4). 
The title chosen for this dissertation has two distinct but inter-related parts: The 
photograph reflected, discloses the object of study and suggests the survey of 
theoretical issues concerning the photograph and its ontology. The photograph, 
understood in its vulnerability as material object of the pre-digital era, an obsolete thing 
of the past under a slow process of transformation and decay, but also as a “site of 
memory” (Nora 1989, p. 7), a place for the retention and dissemination of knowledge. 
 The second part of the title – Appropriations of the vernacular in contemporary 
art - hints at the methodological approach through practice, which implies the 
appropriation of previously existing materials, as well as the study of its implications 
through my own work and other artists.  
The artistic practice developed under this research, feeds on what the researcher 
Víctor Del Río describes as the discursive space opened by the exercise of de-
contextualization of photographs and other mundane materials, inaugurated by the 
“readymade” in early twentieth century and gradually elevated to a major issue in art by 
the end of the century and beyond (del Río 2008, p. 26). Del Rio deems the theorists 
Rosalind Krauss and Craig Owens as responsible for introducing a new paradigm in 
criticism that helps to establish and understand a new aesthetic of the document, where 
the auto-referential devices, the de-contextualizing mechanisms and the melancholic 
tendency of the allegory tend to convergence. 
As revealed through the photograph at the beginning of this text, I put in the 
centre of this study the representations of me and my family, in search for anything that 
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might help (re)construct an idea of the world and myself. In this I relate with the 
statement by Jo Spence within her work Beyond the Family Album from 1979, where 
she declared:  
 
There is no way I could have understood fully the political implications of trying 
to represent other people (however well intentioned) if I had not first of all 
begun to explore how I had built a view of myself through other people's 
representations of me. (Spence n.d.)  
 
Jo Spence’s intensely personal investigation produced some extreme images, 
reflecting moments of illness and pain, confronting us with what our family albums 
usually don’t reveal, thus making quite clear that construction of self-representation 
underlines all vernacular photographs.  
Despite cultural, geographical and temporal differences, it is possible to 
conclude that Spence’s family photographs retain striking similarities in relation to 
mine, as well as to many of the other found photographs I have researched and collected 
over the years. This helped me read these photographs in new light, compelling me to 
include autobiographical material in this study and attempt at relating the legacy of my 
family with photographs from the institutional archive, as well as photographs of 
unknown makers and referents. The awareness of how the notion of self-representation 
relates to personal photography became an important factor in this research, therefore 
will be developed further in sub-chapter 2.6. 
 Not long after Spence’s Beyond the Family Album, Roland Barthes’s influential 
book Camera Lucida was published, where vernacular photographs were again at the 
centre of some of the most inspiring thoughts on the building of an ontology of 
photography in the twentieth century. It was under the spell of Barthes book that I chose 
to select the portrait of my father to work with, but unlike the narrator of Camera 
Lucida who keeps the Winter Garden photograph away from the reader’s eyes, I choose 
to reveal this personal photograph. I want to defy its meaning by displacing and 
exposing it to the scrutiny of the unknown viewer who, like myself in relation to the 
unidentified photographs involved in my work, will be looking and reading it from a 
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detached position. This is my way to deal and eventually overcome the sentimentality 
contained in old familiar photographs. 
 In a critical analysis of Roland Barthes’s book, researcher Margaret Olin 
concludes her arguments by stating that the narrator of Camera Lucida performs, rather 
than argues, the meeting with the winter garden photograph because he “is caught up in 
the rhetoric of proof and existence, the truth of his mother's face” (Olin 2002 p. 114). As 
Olin puts forward, a reading of Camera Lucida suggests ”the most significant indexical 
power of the photograph may consequently lie not in the relation between the 
photograph and its subject but in the relation between the photograph and its beholder, 
or user” (Olin 2002 p.114)  in what she calls a "performative index" or an "index of 
identification”  
In Still Film I am re-enacting a relationship with my deceased father, who I 
never consciously met. This sort of performance also punctuates the works I have 
developed from the photographic records of unknown people. The relationship I have 
with those unidentified images is not entirely different from what I feel in relation to the 
portrait of my father. I do not identify the people in them but I identify with them or at 
least with their constructed identity through vernacular photographs.  
 I further researched possible relationships between vernacular photographs 
created by amateurs and images created by professional photographers for commercial 
purposes, as well as in relation to the production of artists. The goal is to demonstrate 
that, despite being impregnated with imperfections, the vernacular seems to feed and 
inspire other genres within the medium, exposing connections between apparently 
dissimilar kinds of photographic production. The voice of historians and theorists like 
John Szarkovsky, Val Williams, David Bate, Patricia Holland, Geoffrey Batchen, 
Damian Sutton and Vilém Flusser will be called to give an account of these 
contaminations. 
 The engagement with the work of these scholars allowed me to formulate a set 
of research questions that emerge from the need to define the nature of the research 
object, the knowledge it holds and methodology involved: 
 
 How does the production of contemporary philosophers, artists, curators and art 
historians reflect a concern with personal and vernacular photographs? 
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 What knowledge and meanings emanate from lost personal and vernacular 
photographs of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and how are contemporary artists 
and researchers engaging with it? 
 
These questions can be relatively focused at this stage because they have been 
polished as the research advanced and answers slowly appeared. The second and third 
chapters of this text will address these issues by putting in confrontation different points 
of view, from theorists and practitioners, while trying to bring to the surface my own 
personal perspective on these subjects. 
 The recalling of the experience of travelling and the engagement with collecting 
lost photographs was necessary to arrive at any sort of revelation that could help answer 
those questions. My perception of the world enlarged because of learning English 
language and going abroad to meet other local cultures, unmediated. At the same time, 
analysing and comparing vernacular photographs from other countries besides my own, 
made me aware of similarities and of how personal photography constructs self-
representation and social identity. Consequently, my interest in the photographic 
heritage of my hometown and its ramifications into the legacy of local families also 
grew. Thus, it felt natural to develop a research which involves material collected 
locally in Portugal and elsewhere. 
 In what concerns the sharing of the results and findings of this project I want to 
challenge to some extent the conventions of a certain circulation of art photography. 
Within the period dedicated to this research project, I have been experimenting with 
distinct ways of displaying and performing my work, simultaneously exploring a variety 
of vehicles of dissemination: my personal website as a start or an end for certain pieces, 
but also in the form of published papers related with the research practice, ephemeral 
performance and installation in alternative spaces and not less important, through the 
application to the promotion material of a film festival.  
In appendices 1, 2 and 3 there will be a detailed description of how the work 
produced within this project has been disseminated in the period from 2011 to 2015 
while the research developed. Appendix 4 details the technical conditions and diagram 
for the installation of four pieces of work, to be presented together as the outcome of 
practice. 
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Figure 5: Montage of a rehearsal sequence for Spectrum, 2012. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
 It is also a concern of mine to keep the works open to contingency and the 
evolution of thinking. As an example, the piece I revealed in the first pages of this 
document was first called My Father, exhibited under that name in a collective show in 
2012. Only recently I changed it to Still Film, to accentuate its formal influence from 
cinema, but also to not give away immediately the autobiographical connection and 
inherent sentimentality.  
 In terms of ways and means of presenting the results from practice I also claim 
that same openness to change and adaptation. I’ll give the example of the piece 
Spectrum (fig. 5), which was an ephemeral performance involving the multiple 
projections of 35 mm slides, operated manually to the interpretation of live music. Of 
this event, I can only exhibit its documentation, but an adapted version of the work 
made its way into a printed photography publication and is also displayed in 
permanence on my personal website. Further metamorphoses are not excluded from this 
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work and the others, the particularities of which I will describe in the fourth chapter of 
this document, dedicated entirely to the artistic practice. 
The third chapter contemplates an outline of historical references related with 
the appropriation of photographs in general but also specifically the use of vernacular 
photographs by contemporary artists, through an identification and analysis of the most 
important influences behind this project, giving shape to a State of the Art on artistic 
appropriation of vernacular photographs. 
Following this introduction, the second chapter will develop some 
considerations concerning the nature of the research object: vernacular photography of 
the twentieth century as raw material for artistic appropriation. An investigation of the 
knowledge and meaning that originates in this photographic category as well as the 
problems brought by the deep changes in photographic technology in the transition to 
the new century. The second chapter will be concluded with a description of the 
methodologies and ethical issues involved in the process of research. 
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The image is placed between reality and the allegory.2   
(Serén 2002, p. 09) 
 
 
Chapter 2: Questioning Photography 
 
2.1 Subject and object  
 
 In 2012 the FotoMuseum Winterthur in Switzerland, started an on-line 
conversation on photography in the form of a blog called Still Searching, inviting some 
notorious theorists to contribute. To this day and to my knowledge it remains as one of 
the most refreshing and intensely challenging events in this field occurring on the Web 
or anywhere else. Some of the authors I refer throughout this text have been 
contributors to this blog and their influence can be inferred in my writing and artistic 
production. 
 A conversation between philosopher Bernd Stiegler and curator/writer David 
Campany was influential in shaping the way of this research. I transcribe here an 
excerpt of their dialogue, starting with Stiegler’s post number two, entitled Reflection, 
published on the 22nd of January 2012:  
 
Photographs are still visual reflections on reality; they entail a mediated realism 
that is concentrated in images - even if this reality is a radical construction that 
sometimes consists of nothing more than computer generated, reworked visual 
material. Even then photography is still a visual abbreviation of a certain 
concept of reality, which can thus be grasped as a radical construction and is 
sometimes understood as such from the start. This “reality principle” of 
photography constitutes both its referential and reflective character. The 
“meaning of the meaning” of photography is to produce and disseminate forms 
of constructed reality. (Stiegler 2012a) 
 
                                               
2 Original in Portuguese: “A imagem situa-se entre a realidade e a alegoria.” (Serén 2002, p. 09) 
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 Campany replied to this post recalling how the term “reflection” and the mirror 
metaphors were clung to photography since early years, suggesting instead the 
introduction of the idea of self-reflection, considering and reflecting upon 
photography’s institutional discourses and conventions: 
 
In its attention to form and materiality, Art cannot help but suspend 
photography’s claim to documentary status, at least in part, and the challenge for 
those wishing to pursue a documentary project in the space of art has been to 
prevent the work being reduced either to an authorial gesture or a pictorial 
statement. But photography became a modern art only once the question ‘What 
is art?’ had become so central to art itself, and it did so by flirting with 
photography’s non-art applications (the document, the commercial portrait, 
advertising, the archival image and other vernacular forms). Photography in art 
still remains in dialogue with photography outside of art, and this seems to be 
where its ‘reflective’ potential resides. (Stiegler 2012b)  
 
 Despite the erosion of the ‘reflection’ metaphor I find its multiple meanings 
useful in translating the idea that I am engaging in a self-reflexive research through the 
study of photography’s vernacular forms.  
 Vernacular uses of photography involve a wide range of practices and beliefs 
that touch the lives of ordinary people, reflecting politics, social issues and the history 
of the photographic medium in ways that have been largely ignored before. Here I 
propose to study and explore those connections, looking more closely for the lessons of 
art and the influence of economy and politics in the productions of amateur and 
commercial photographers as well as its reverse. 
 If it is true that photography as art is in permanent dialogue with photography 
applied to every other aspect of our lives, the proliferation of curatorial projects and 
books on vernacular photography in recent years, makes clear this became an important 
area of concern for historians and critics, besides artists, but is vernacular photography a 
stable category? Curator Leslie K. Brown of the Photographic Resource Center at 
Boston University writes about it this way: 
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Initially applied to dialect and speech, the vernacular emerged as a scholarly 
idea within architectural history, referring generally to a style native to a certain 
region as well as a structure with utilitarian concerns. Although vernacular 
photography accounts for the vast majority of photographic production, this 
academic and interdisciplinary genre is relatively young. Although this category 
can encompass a wide variety of photographic uses and types - from yearbook 
pictures to travel souvenirs - it often refers to images and objects outside of the 
fine art canon and produced or consumed in the home. (Brown 2005). 
 
 The definition of vernacular photography seems to remain open and evolving in 
critical writing, as the term tends to be used to signify all that relates to local culture, the 
domestic or the amateur, often inter-connected but not entirely interchangeable with 
terms like “snapshot photography” or “found photography”.  
In the book Found Photography, from the Photofile series, published in English 
language in 2013, Anne Marie Garat starts the introduction with the following words:  
 
Photography is so much part of our everyday lives, and is practiced by so many 
people, that anonymity nowadays is the rule rather than the exception. The fact is, 
however, that even if it comes out of a machine, every photograph requires 
someone to take it. And yet instead of proclaiming their authorship, some 
photographers allow their names to disappear into a vast crowd of nameless 
image-makers, un-warranting of public attention and with no wish to be 
distinguished because of the mechanical, impersonal results of what is basically 
just a hobby. Nonetheless, found photography covers an infinite range of images, 
including some fascinating pieces – or even masterpieces – that could be lost amid 
the meaningless masses but are waiting in fact to be rediscovered. (Garat 2013) 
 
Photographs need to be lost in order to become ‘found’. In the collection revealed 
in this book and most places and texts I have come across in this research, found 
photographs appear connected mainly with the practice of the amateur and the sort of 
professional photographer or commercial studio, dealing with the business of 
identification portraits, wedding photography and the record of other social events, quite 
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often within the circle of the family. It is in fact this kind of images that prevail in my 
own collection of found photographs, consequently, the themes explored in this research 
came to relate with the private records of human relations - the vernacular - more 
precisely the photographs that allow us to re-construct and imagine the memory of the 
family.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6:  Original found negative for the piece Play Time, 2012. DC. AU. 
 
 
 
Even if most found photographs of the pre-digital era belong to personal archives, 
material from other genres and sources occasionally surfaces in the sea of lost 
photographs. I came across photographic negatives that were clearly corporate and 
related with advertising. One of them made its way into the piece Play Time, included in 
this research project (fig. 6). Interestingly, in this work we are not faced with a use that 
could be immediately identified as vernacular, but the idea can be inferred indirectly 
from the subjects of the photographs within the photograph.  
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A careful analysis of those images suggests a set of intricate relations and 
influences across photographic genres, namely from advertising into personal 
photographs and vice-versa, which became important revelations in this investigation. 
Play Time will be described and contextualized at the end of the third chapter as it 
represents a sort of distillation and conclusion of the practice involved in this research. 
 
Found photography could then be described as a category of photographic 
material defined for being disconnected from the original context of its production, with 
unknown authorship and identity of people depicted. The term “found” also 
presupposes the object has been lost and come into the possession of another owner. As 
an artistic concept “found photography” has another defining characteristic, which 
relates with the appropriation of the images through some sort of collection, re-
contextualization and consequent exhibition and/or publication within a new art work.  
 In Martha Langford’s article, Strange Bedfellows: Appropriations of the 
Vernacular by Photographic artists, the term “vernacular” is used consistently, 
distinguishing the unknown, discarded and consequently found, from what may not be. 
Langford writes at some point: “Hans-Peter Feldmann could also be classified as a 
collector and user of found photographs” (Langford 2008, p. 83). Feldmann’s work is so 
diversified that it may include photographs made by himself or friends, as much as press 
images or literally found material. He collects, appropriates and incorporates 
photographs in his artistic production as “found objects”, which may or not have been 
literally found as much as encountered or searched for. What makes them “found 
photographs” is the act of appropriation, editing, re-contextualization and the fact that, 
in some of his works, the identity and motivation of the makers as well as their sitters 
may be unknown.  
 In the article Lost Worlds, professor Val Williams’s writes: “Photographers, 
artists and curators have been working with vernacular and found photography since the 
photographic renaissance of the 1970s” (Williams 2005). Williams clearly separates 
“vernacular” from “found”, which serves to remind us that not all found photographs 
are vernacular photographs and vice-versa. 
Personal photographs are very diverse in their technical varieties; they clearly 
mirror the historical evolution of photographic materials and consequently the influence 
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of its powerful industrial and commercial apparatus across all social levels. 
Furthermore, photographs in our family albums can reveal evidence of political and 
religious thought, besides economic power. Ultimately, the mere existence of historical 
photographic records within a family’s heritage echoes the access to the means and 
knowledge to make them, or at least to purchase it as a service.  
Within a comprehensive survey on these matters, Patricia Holland refers in the 
context of the early years of the twentieth century:  
 
As the lifestyles of the different classes grew closer together, the snapshot came 
to influence a casual and informal mode which gave a democratic veneer to 
social divisions. Yet, the poorer the community, the less directly their daily 
activities are reflected in the pictures they keep.” (Wells et al. 2015 p. 163). 
 
 If one wants to have a sense of the vernacular, its most favoured place must be 
the family album in its multiple forms, but there we may find photographs that may not 
have been made by family members themselves. To make matters more complicated, 
some of those photographs, even if made by amateurs could still be indistinguishable 
from professional ones.  
 A variety of subjects and ordinary applications of photographs were 
commissioned to commercial photographers by the people who did not own a camera or 
the necessary expertise to make photographs and/or the artefacts made from them, at 
least in some geographies and historical periods. Photographs made in weddings and 
other social or religious events, and even portraits, either made in the studio, family 
homes or elsewhere: in short, many of the images that found a way into family albums 
and talismanic objects that constitute most personal and familiar heritage of 
photographic artefacts of nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which helped outline what 
we may call “vernacular photography”. 
 Rich meanings transpire from the word “vernacular”, from Latin “Vernaculus”: 
domestic; native; proletarian (Anon n.d.). A single word can embody the history of 
power and politics of humanity. In this word one can find the remains of local cultures 
and hear the voice of the oppressed, thus in vernacular photographs we can possibly 
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grasp on the amount of freedom and wellbeing a person or a whole family enjoys on a 
given place and time.  
 In recent years, vernacular photography has attracted attention from museums 
and other institutions, thanks to the pioneering work of artists, collectors, curators and 
historians. One such case that reveals the involvement of researchers Geoffrey Batchen, 
Nancy Martha West and editor Marvin Heiferman, was Now Is Then: ots from apshSn
also (USA),  exhibited in 2008 at the Newark Museum ,the Maresca Collection
published as a book by Princeton Architectural Press. As the name makes quite clear 
this is entirely the result of the obsessive work and vision of one collector.  
 Heiferman writes about how the “snapshot” came to be related with the concept 
of the vernacular in these terms:  
 
Of the billions of snapshots made in the pre-digital era, only a small number 
survive. Those that do become anonymous curiosities, the kind that turn up for 
sale at flea markets, in antique shops, and on eBay. They become collectibles, 
bought and sold by the growing number of dealers and collectors who specialise 
in what are now called “vernacular images.” This unintended and secondary 
audience for vintage snapshots embraces them because, for the most part, they 
come stripped of whatever original narratives, emotional connections, and 
specific meanings once differentiated them (Heiferman 2008 p. 51). 
 
 Years before, in the essay “Vernacular Photographies”, published in the book 
Each Wild Idea, Batchen, had already stated that ordinary photographs should be 
accounted for, to expand our understanding of photography:  
 
How can photography be restored to its own history? And how can we ensure 
this history will be both materially grounded and conceptually expansive, just 
like the medium itself? Well, perhaps we should start by considering what has 
always been excluded from photography’s history: ordinary photographs, the 
ones made or bought (or sometimes bought and then made over) by everyday 
folk from 1839 until now, the photographs that preoccupy the home and the 
heart but rarely the museum or the academy (Batchen 2000 p. 57). 
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Clearly, a lot has been done since Batchen wrote those sentences, his 
participation in the project Now is Then (…), the blog Still Searching and numerous 
other texts and curating projects, prove he has been an important motor in the renewal 
of interest in the vernacular, contributing seriously to enlarge our knowledge of 
photography’s histories. 
 
  
2.2 Archive, Memory, Imagination 
 
My previous experience with the institutional archive allows me to have a fair 
idea of the implications of preserving historical photographic artefacts: the need to slow 
down by any possible means the natural decay of photographic materials, by controlling 
chemical contaminations, humidity, temperature and exposure to light. Nonetheless the 
photographic archive of a museum is more than just a technical facility run by a team of 
technicians doing their best to ensure the longevity of archaeological treasures; it also 
implies meaningful constraints, a dependency on subjective criteria and political power. 
Once more, through Batchen’s words:  
 
The world is, of course, full of grandiose buildings designed to store and display 
collections of objects. Driven by combinations of personal and national 
ambition, these depositories aim to bring together the significant artifacts of a 
given culture in a single, stable place. Indeed, these archives often have the 
stabilization of place - the definition of national identity through the constant 
recall of a supposedly collective memory - as their primary goal (Batchen 2000 
p. 183). 
 
 As an emanation of the archive, photographs embody the concept of “mal 
d’archive” - the longing for the archive - formulated by Jacques Derrida. As this author 
uncovers in ‘Archive Fever: a Freudian Impression:  
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The desire for the archive implies a destructive compulsion: (…) if there is no 
archive without consignation in an external place which assures the possibility 
of memorization, of repetition, of reproduction, or of re-impression, then we 
must also remember that repetition itself, the logic of repetition, indeed the 
repetition compulsion, remains, according to Freud, indissociable from the death 
drive. And thus from destruction (Derrida 1995 p. 14). 
 
 This dialectics may appear reflected across my work since I elected the 
photograph, an archive itself, but also the photographic archive, either institutional or 
personal, as sources of raw material for my research. My practice is effectively 
concerned with the life and death of photographic objects, visual, tactile and uncanny as 
they may be, oscillating between the instinct to see and learn from them and a desire for 
staging their dissection, accelerating their inevitable way to destruction.  
 In another text, Derrida recalls Barthes notion of the persistence of the referent: 
“the repetition of what has taken place only once” (Derrida 2010 p. 3). The philosopher 
accepts this proposal as necessary for his reasoning but wonders what is then specific to 
photography, asking what happens when a photograph is a photocopy, for instance, 
reproducing an original “without giving to be seen a singular moment of the world” 
(Derrida 2010 p. 4). Some clues to clarify this specificity of photography in relation to 
other forms of the archive, may be contained in the concept of “the beyond of art” 
which Derrida also develops from Barthes: “a point where the photographic act is not an 
artistic act, a point where it passively records, and this poignant passivity would be the 
chance of this relation with death” (Derrida 2010 p. 9). 
 These thoughts seem to recall Walter Benjamin’s idea of the ‘optical 
unconscious’ presented in his Little History of Photography from 1931, where one can 
read:  
 
photography reveals in this material physiognomic aspects, image worlds, which 
dwell in the smallest things - meaningful yet covert enough to find a hiding 
place in waking dreams, but which, enlarged and available for formulation, 
make the difference between technology and magic visible as a thoroughly 
historical variable (Benjamin 2008 p. 279).  
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As Damian Sutton points out: “In presenting to our eyes the “optical 
unconscious,” photography offers not merely that which is literally beyond vision but 
that which is behind vision: the afterimage left in memory of life as it passes by” 
(Sutton 2009, p. 88). 
 Another hint for the building of an ontological definition of photography 
inferred from Derrida’s Conversations, is the concept of invention, which the 
philosopher divides in two senses: invention as the revelation of something that is 
already there - the invention of the other - and invention as a technical intervention, 
where the apparatus constitutes the other instead of just receiving him:  
 
One produces the other there where he is not; therefore I can manipulate a 
photograph, intervene, transform the referent: I invent him, then, in the sense in 
which one invents what is not there. These two concepts of invention lie at the 
heart of photography (Derrida 2010 p. 43). 
 
 As a mediated trace of reality, a photograph can also be an instrument of history 
and a site of memory. In the text The Memory of Photography, David Bate argues that 
photographs have a productive role as mnemonic devices:  
 
As with human memory, we can no longer verify the original experience or 
sensation of the photograph, but the image provides a scene in which we may 
bring voluntary (studium) or involuntary (punctum) memories to bear upon it. 
Voluntary memory is like the work of history, but involuntary memory belongs 
to personal affect (Bate 2010 p. 254).  
 
 Bate also invites the vernacular into his thinking, commenting on the 
relationship the invention of photography has in connection to memory and history: “In 
domestic culture, photography conventionally has a place as a time machine, a device 
for remembering” (Bate 2010 p. 243), but this obsession with remembering led to an 
immense global accumulation of images. As the author puts it:  
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Talbot took over 5,000 pictures. If we multiply this number (as a very 
conservative estimate) by all the other millions of photographers and 
photographs around the globe since, it must be clear that the accumulation of 
photographic images in archives since then is absolutely staggering (ibid p. 249).  
 
The consciousness of saturation was already present in John Szarkowski’s text in 
the introduction to William Eggleston’s Guide in 1976 : The world now contains more 
photographs than bricks, and they are, astonishingly, all different (Eggleston 2002, p. 
6). This was instrumental in the reasoning about my photography practice today and the 
decision to start working with vernacular material. If one thinks of the overwhelming 
numbers of photographs being made every second today, one can observe that not only 
there’s a democratization of the use of photography, but an extreme trivialization of the 
medium. One of the direct consequences is that the availability of lost and discarded 
photographs of the pre-digital era is also exponential. The world does not seem able to 
contain all the images it produces. 
Looking for the effects of this accumulation of images, David Bate takes on the 
idea of “prosthetic memory” from Michel Foucault’s argument that the ideological 
apparatuses - state, media and art - have been reprogramming or even suppressing 
human memory.3 The author concludes that the scepticism about the truth-value of 
images in archives and therefore the image as an archive, is justified, since the archive 
is composed of partial truths therefore it can never be accurate. “With photographs, 
memory is both fixed and fluid: social and personal” (Bate 2010 p. 255). 
 In an essay published in 2015 entitled Fotografia sem Memória 4, photographer 
Daniel Blaufuks wrote that we live in an era in which all the images are reproducible 
“ad infinitum, ad nauseam”. Blaufuks anticipates that our eyes may soon be fatigued of 
all these images “without discourse, without memory” (Barros et al. 2015 p. 138). To 
this artist and researcher, the role of the photographer in this new society of 
photographers is the same as ever was: to think about images, before and after making 
them. 
                                               
3 David Bate refers to Michel Foucault’s interview from 1974, with the title Film and Popular memory. 
4 Translation from Portuguese: Photography without Memory. 
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Today more than ever, the job of a photographer may be to not make 
photographs, even if that may seem a paradox. I must concur with what photographer 
and researcher José Maças de Carvalho, identifies in the introduction to his own 
doctoral thesis: that an excess of images is a question raised to most artists dealing with 
photography for long periods (Carvalho 2014).  
These authors seem to confirm our urgent need for an ecology of images, as 
Susan Sontag wrote in the last sentence of her seminal work about photography (Sontag 
1979 p. 180). This incites to think about the photographs that are already in the world: 
why they were produced, for whom and what will become of them. These thoughts have 
been influential in the decision that the objects of this investigation would be those real 
photographs, as opposed to virtual, that are already made and circulating - the unvalued 
and often lost materials that can literally be found or bought for almost nothing.  
Since my own findings from the incursions in the wasteland of photographs 
confirm that most of what is lost and discarded is vernacular material, it made sense to 
contemplate the old photographs of my family, generating a desire to develop works 
that establish connections with the unknown found material with my own vernacular 
records, by confronting images of distant lives and geographies with the ones close to 
my experience and memory.  
This confrontation has revealed facts that could be explained by the specific 
political and economic conditions of my family history and seem to confirm what the 
study conducted by sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, published in 1965 reads:  
 
Ownership of a camera is closely related to income, which seems to allow us to 
consider cameras as pieces of equipment comparable to cars or televisions, and to 
see the ownership of such a commodity as nothing but the index of a standard of 
living (Bourdieu et al. 1998 p. 14). 
 
There wasn’t an elaborate photographic album in my family home, only a few 
scattered snapshots and some copies of passport photographs. In my family, a camera 
was not felt as a need, compared to other priorities in the 1970’s and 80’s. The few 
photographs I have of myself as a child are the ones taken by professional 
photographers in their studios or social events.  
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 The fact that my family did not keep many personal photographs or a camera did 
not prevent me from being fascinated with images, from comic books to cinema and 
from practicing drawing to the experiments with photography, as soon as a camera 
became an affordable commodity to me, sometime in early 1990’s. Soon an immense 
universe of images entered my memory and imaginary, compelling me to make pictures 
after pictures. 
 Juan Fontcuberta acknowledges in his book La Cámara de Pandora that 
contemporary artistic creation often recurs to the citation and reflection of a previous 
imaginary, by electing as work material the records of preceding life experiences. To 
look at the world through other images indicates a concern with memory and the archive 
“as a space of experience” (Fontcuberta 2011 p. 104). 
 When selecting photographs from the myriad already available I am driven by 
this knowledge but I must ascertain that the process involved in the selection of other 
people’s photographs and development of my work from them, is not always 
premeditated and rational. I select as if I was photographing - I imagine myself in the 
place of the operator. This exercise of imagination is the main creative force behind the 
pieces I have produced, following Jean Paul Sartre conception of the act of imagination 
as a magical one: “It is an incantation destined to make the object of one’s thought, the 
thing one desires, appear in such a way that one can take possession of it. (Sartre 2004, 
p. 125) 
 
 
2.3 From global to local 
 
The year was 1989 and the world celebrated the 150th year of the public 
announcement of the first stable and permanent photographic process. I was made 
aware of this event by the national media but experienced it more deeply through 
foreign photography magazines, which I could grab in Portuguese kiosks with a few 
months’ delay from original date of publication (fig. 7).  
From 1988 to 1989, a national collection of Photography was curated and 
acquired by the eminent engineer and historian Jorge Calado, as a request from the 
Secretary of Culture of the Portuguese government. The curator managed to collect a 
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total of 346 photographs, representing many notorious international and national authors 
of both centuries (P. S. E. C. & Calado 1990). The collection was partially exhibited 
and published in 1990 under the name Um Ano Depois/One Year Later. 
The celebration of the 150th year of Photography was an opportunity explored by 
institutions and publications around the world to reveal some of the jewels of the history 
of the medium. This was an exposure to historical photography as I had never 
experienced before. At that time, the study of photography as a specialised field in 
history was a meaningful revelation to me, a universe in expansion, methodically 
structured, even if permanently unfinished, by historians like Helmut Gernsheim in the 
United Kingdom, Beaumont Newhall in the United States, Michel Frizot in France, 
Jorge Calado and António Sena in Portugal, which remain my biggest influences. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Photographies Magazine, French publication on photography. DC. CA.  
 
 
In 1989 Photography presented itself to me as a challenging artistic medium, with 
its own emancipated histories made of technical and artistic achievements, practiced by 
many inspiring photographers, but also by almost everyone else. At around the same 
time, in the early 1990’s Kodak, the photographic multinational was developing the first 
digital cameras for professional photographers. The World Wide Web and the computer 
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were beginning to spread globally, accelerating our lives. 
At that point, as I was starting to experiment and learn photography at an art 
school, the oldest photographic studio in my hometown (fig. 8), was closing because the 
last photographer in the family was about to retire. Fate has called me to witness and 
interfere with this event. One of the very last studios lit almost exclusively by the 
natural northern light, where glass negatives were being photographed, developed and 
printed not that long ago, was about to disappear.  
Working with and from the legacy of a commercial studio was a fertile learning 
process. From the moment I met Carlos Adriano, the owner and last of a family of 
photographers, until his passing in the year 2000, I embraced the task of documenting 
the remains of the studio and of interpreting and revealing a selection of the 
photographic work of their photographers in two exhibitions.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Fotografia Adriano in Vila do Conde, Portugal, 1993. DS. GSP. CA. 
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The acquisition and transfer of the assets to the city archive was a painful process, 
but in time became a rewarding experience, involving the salvaging of piles of glass and 
plastic silver gelatine negatives from advanced decay. This event brought me a clear 
conscience of the importance of the local photographic studios for the study of social 
change over time, but also of the fragility of the photochemical materials and how that 
mirrors human mortality.  
A close contact with the legacy of this old commercial studio with an activity 
spanning almost 100 years, revealed to me how impressive it can be to observe and 
compare side by side, hundreds of portraits of different people over the years, notice 
how facial expressions change, how the ways of dressing and manners evolve in 
relation to history, culture and politics. This experience allowed me to verify that in the 
first half of the 20th century, personal photography in Portugal, beyond mere identity 
portraits, which became compulsory in 1927, was a luxury of very few.  
The making of a photograph, a collective portrait of a family for instance, was an 
event in which the photographer was revered and was given the time and conditions he 
needed for his craft to obtain a memorable image, even if observed with suspicion and 
awe, much like a magician. Photographs from those days are evidence that photographic 
time was experienced differently from today. Not only it took more time to prepare and 
capture the moment, photographs were also expected to last and connect past and future, 
life and death.   
This experience of the vernacular photograph from the perspective of an old 
commercial studio, allowed me to have a better understanding of how the social 
functions of photography have changed over the course of a century: from a mysterious 
and complicated craft practiced by a few, valued for its power to retain the most 
precious moments and the likenesses of the loved ones, to an automatic, immediate, 
egotistic and often reckless activity of just about everyone. 
The vernacular photograph is central to Camera Lucida: Reflections on 
Photography, the book by Roland Barthes, first published in the year of his death 
(1980). The photograph of his mother as a child is absent from the book as a printed 
image: “I cannot reproduce the Winter Garden Photograph. It exists only for me” 
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(Barthes 1981, p.73); yet the author chooses this picture, a family photograph, as a 
guide to his research, to interrogate the notions of love and death.  
According to Barthes, the amateur snapshot is where these notions are made more 
evident. It is the amateur who is closer to the essence of photography:  
 
Usually the amateur is defined as an immature state of the artist: someone who 
cannot - or will not - achieve the mastery of a profession. But in the field of 
photographic practice, it is the amateur, on the contrary, who is the assumption of 
the professional: for it is he who stands closer to the noeme of Photography (…) 
Photography’s noeme is precisely that-as-been (Barthes, 1981, p. 99-100). 
 
A sense of belonging, even if fractured in a lost photograph, may still emanate 
from a print, negative or positive transparency of the analogue era. The evidence or 
possibility of love, even if inseparable from the ghost of death, may be behind the drive 
of many artists and collectors of personal photographs; I know that is a measure in my 
motivation. Desire is a very important part in my process of selecting photographs to 
collect and work with. I look for expressions of beauty or humour in human faces and 
bodies. I look for unexpected events or unknown landscapes. This desire is both 
intellectual and physical and manifests itself only with the presence of the original 
unique image. I do not experience anything similar with digital photographs. The 
immediacy of digital technology seems to be transforming and removing the material 
aura of photographs, as if they became disposable and devoid of memory.  
 
 
2.4 Travelling and collecting 
  
The prospect of travelling is a very important part of my process of experiencing 
art and photography and therefore also determinant to this research. This enterprise 
became possible only by the confluence of the necessary means and the granting of 
political freedom to cross international borders. This is what allowed me to choose to 
study in a foreign country and travel to expand my knowledge and experience.  
On a trip to New York I found a beautiful Bausch & Lomb slide tray (fig. 9) at an 
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antiques shop. For a few dollars, I purchased not only the slide tray but also its contents: 
a series of 35 mm slides of a family’s memories of a recently born child (fig. 10). The 
slides are impeccable, very well preserved, its colour vivid as if just made. Focus and 
exposure are well adjusted which indicates a good camera and optics as well as an 
educated photographer. This is a case where some information is written on the 
cardboard frames of the slides and in the table of contents printed in the box. One can 
read dates: August, September and October 1963; places: Newport apartment, 
Kingsbury; names: Anne H. K., Hugh, baby Anne.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Bausch & Lomb slide tray, 2012. DC. CA. 
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These colour 35 mm slides confirm what I had the chance to observe before: 
personal photographs frequently depict travelling, birthday parties, families and friend 
reunions, generally representing scenes of peace and tenderness. In doing so, they may 
remind us exactly of what we do not see in them: tragedy and suffering. Such is also the 
case of the photographs in this slide tray. One can imagine an obscure tale from the fact 
these images got separated from their creators. The written information in the slide 
frames could lead us to suppose that some of the people in them could be alive today 
but the slides being abandoned suggest something quite wrong happened. 
 
 
Figure 10: Kodachrome slides from Bausch & Lomb slide tray, 2012. DC. CA. 
 
 
  
On a Sunday in August 2007, at the Friedrichshain street market in Berlin, I 
bought for close to nothing a few more slide trays containing over one hundred colour 
35mm slides, with the sort of pictures people usually make while travelling or engaging 
in tourism (fig. 11). In this case, no legible information is found anywhere. Curiously 
there are photographs in the lot clearly made in the United States of America, mixed 
with European landscapes, but no identities or dates are discernible. It is not even clear 
if all the photographs once belonged to the same person, or if the seller put the lot 
together. In my mind, they remain connected with my experience of Berlin and yet refer 
to places other than where they were found. 
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Figure 11: 35 mm slide from Friedrichshain street market, Berlin, 2007. DS. AU. 
 
 
Once more I am reminded of Sontag’s words: “A way of certifying experience, 
taking photographs is also a way of refusing it - by limiting experience to a search for 
the photogenic, by converting experience into an image, a souvenir” (Sontag, 1977, p. 
9). Unlike Sontag’s portrayal, in my experience travel isn’t anymore an excuse for 
accumulating photographs, it is instead an opportunity to look for images that are 
already there, to understand how a place offers itself to be been. Existing photographs 
can substitute the making of new ones, an activity that often disturbs the experience of a 
place. 
Despite not being the subject of any of my practical work yet, the sets of 35 mm 
slides from New York and Berlin belong in this research because they reveal the 
uncanny encounter of vernacular records of unknown people, within my experience as a 
traveller. These photographs cast their marks in my brain, after being found by chance 
and subsequently travelling through international borders to become the subject of my 
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curiosity. They are part of the experience that gradually brought me the awareness of an 
excess of photographs and the need to consider an ecology of images. 
These findings revealed that traveling could be both the subject of many personal 
photographs but also its fate as lost objects. Travelling seems suitable as a subject for 
photographic records as much as photographs seem apt to tour the world on their own. 
From being record of their creator’s curiosity towards the world, they eventually 
become objects of desire or subjects of the gaze of others.  
It is not so much the referential evidence that I seek in other people’s old pictures 
but the ways in which the others saw and represented the visible through the means 
available in their historical time. I am a collector of ways of seeing, driven by a desire 
for the image in its historical context. As a collector and artist, I practice a sort of 
archaeological voyeurism, patching fragments of lost personal belongings. 
When in 2012 professor Mark Durden asked Joachim Schmidt if dealing with 
other people's private images was voyeuristic, his answer was illuminating:  
 
Absolutely not if voyeuristic is meant to be something like a personal disorder. 
Absolutely yes if we talk about voyeurism as curiosity. I am curious, I enjoy 
looking at things, I am interested in other people's lives. If that's voyeuristic then I 
have to admit that I am a professional voyeur’ (Pinho 2013, p. 27-28). 
 
Schmid’s project Pictures from the Street, comprises 1000 photographs literally 
found and collected between 1982 and 2012. The artist adds a subtitle with a number, 
place and date, ordering them chronologically. Some of the photographs in the 
collection are ripped apart and only fragments remain, as if they had been through a sort 
of destruction ritual; others seem to have been rejected because they embody common 
photographic errors and accidents; all exhibit signs of decay. A sense of permanent 
transformation emanates from this archaeological study. It takes us in a journey through 
human affections and leaves a taste of mould and transience, but the project documents 
another journey, the one by the artist in search for his lost talismans. Subtitles in the 
photographs are coordinates that map the evidence of the artist presence. 
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Private collectors also seem to be aware of the suggestive power of found 
photographs. In the book, Anonymous, enigmatic images from unknown photographers, 
collector and curator Robert Flynn Johnson writes:  
 
What an anonymous photograph does not, cannot and never will reveal is why 
that subject, at that moment in time, was selected to be captured and visually 
frozen like some fly in amber. The unexplained motivation is the mystery that 
haunts these photographs" (Johnson 2005, p. 16) 
 
Some ambiguity remains when defining lost and unknown photographs as 
“anonymous”. This word does not seem adequate as in its meaning it implies the 
intention of someone to remain in anonymity. That is simply never the case with 
unknown vernacular photographs; they speak about the death of the author, literally but 
also symbolically. 
Regarding aesthetics Flynn Johnson states that what defines arresting 
photographic images in the universe of found photography is the same as for the known 
or even famous work:  
 
Compelling subject matter with interesting use of intended or accidental cropping, 
focus, toning and other technical features are some factors that make works stand 
out. It is hard to define the alchemy of what makes many photographs memorable. 
Some have a universality that draws admiration from a broad spectrum. In other 
cases, the assertion of significance is one of singular subjectivity. (Johnson 2005, 
p. 16) 
 
Helmut Gernsheim, photographer who became a collector and historian, started 
his extensive and valuable collection in 1945, after an encouragement from Beaumont 
Newhall. It was a pioneering time, when photography had just turned 100 years in its 
history and it was possible, through persistence, to accomplish such a task from a set of 
criteria based on technical quality and artistic achievements. Gernsheim condenses his 
methods with these words: “While knowledge and money may be acquired, discernment 
and taste are gifts which some people have and others lack. All four are prerequisites for 
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a good collection.” (Hill, Paul and Cooper 1992, p. 145). 
Collecting personal photographs in the first decades of the twentieth century may 
require a different set of principles. On one hand the great historical collections were 
established and legitimated by pioneering historians and the institutions that keep those 
collections. One may grasp what may or not be historically significant by learning from 
them. On the other hand, since there isn’t much left to collect at that level and art 
photography prices are so ridiculously inflated, a collector with scarce means is left only 
with what’s placed outside of history books and the system of art.  
Even if there may be technical and artistic quality to be found, what is left out is 
better defined by quantity: lost or discarded personal photographs, appear by the 
thousands in on-line auctions, charity shops and flea markets. If one of the most 
attractive features about lost vernacular photographs is what we do not know about 
them, its mysteries, what clearly defines them is the lack of value, how they mirror a 
society of consumerism and excess and the impossibility of preserving and archiving 
everything.  
Despite the hard truths lost photographs may testify, collecting them seems to also 
reveal how human beings are compelled to travel and manifest their curiosity towards 
what surrounds them. As Sontag wrote some time ago “To collect photographs is to 
collect the world” (Sontag 1979 p. 3). 
 
 
2.5 Self-representation 
 
From practicing photography professionally, being an operator, I have grown to 
be very aware of the possibilities of transformation that the mediated image can operate, 
the context in which it will be articulated and how it will relate to the agenda of the 
user. Taken to the extreme, this conscience may lead almost to a refusal of being in 
front of a camera and consequently to an ethical impossibility of making photographs 
involving people. 
I turn the camera to myself occasionally as a kind of discipline to remember 
what it is like to be on the other side. From my experience, it is difficult to be the 
subject of the image, to the level of panic sometimes. It means a confrontation with the 
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memory returned by the mirror, “that rather terrible thing which is there in every 
photograph: the return of the dead.” (Barthes 1981, p. 9) 
 By electing vernacular photographs as working material and confronting images 
from several sources, including my own family legacy, my research crosses paths with 
the work of Jo Spence and her interrogations of the ways in which personal photographs 
construct self-representation and the representations of the family.  
 Don Slater analyses Spence’s work in this respect, pointing out how the artist 
interrogated the conventions and idealisations of commercial photography:  
 
Jo Spence's pioneering work in Beyond the Family Album (1986) offered a 
demonstration of self-representation as self-construction: our active imposition 
upon ourselves of codes of gender, family, class, appearance within the 
processes of presenting ourselves to the camera, selecting photographable 
moments and selecting presentable photographs. (…) A strong sense of 
idealisation is evident in professional photography: wedding photographs, 
school portraits, graduation shots are bought for the professional codification of 
certain private moments as exemplary, as the magical accomplishment of a 
perfect social conventionality (Lister et al. 1995). 
 
  The passport photograph is a perfect example of photographic conventions, 
impregnated with political meaning. This kind of portrait is reminiscent of the 
biometrics system developed by Alphonse Bertillon in the nineteenth century for law 
enforcement photography, a questionable and yet enduring practice, which most of us 
have come to accept. 
 In relation to the portrait of my father presented at the beginning of this paper, I 
must acknowledge that I would not have any idea of his appearance if it wasn’t for those 
small pieces of evidence of his existence. My father’s passport photographs have served 
its purpose as political identity documents, as memorials to his death but also as triggers 
for remembering and recalling affection by the ones who have felt his presence. One 
striking truth about my encounter with this photograph is that it only acquired a 
personal meaning when someone presented it to me, isolated in the hand, along with a 
description and identification of the person. Until then I would not have recognized that 
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face in the grid of the album page, where it was sitting, stylistically undistinguishable 
from hundreds alike. 
 At this stage I feel the need to invoke the literature of Fernando Pessoa because 
if nothing else, we share the fate of being Portuguese, a wonderful thing if we consider 
the legacy of the language and culture, but a tragedy from a political point of view. 
Reading Pessoa now, I find an author dealing with the many faces of an identity, the 
good and evil of a country in permanent crisis.  
 In a passage on chapter 56 of the Book of Disquiet,5 through his heteronym 
Bernardo Soares, the bookkeeper, he describes his amazement while looking at a group 
photograph of the people from the office where he was working - although this is a 
narration by the heteronym, the Book of Disquiet is assumed as a fictional 
autobiography of the author.  
 The narrator describes that his first gaze at the photograph is obviously at his 
own face, manifesting how strange and awkward it felt. He finds the image of himself 
unrecognizable and yet he describes his colleagues as looking like themselves. The 
chapter ends with these questions and remarks: 
 
What does this mean? What is this truth that film doesn’t mistake? What is this 
certainty that a cold lens documents? Who am I that I should look like that? 
Anyway… And the insult of the whole ensemble? 
You came out really well,’ Moreira said suddenly. And then, turning to the sales 
representative: ‘It’s his spitting image – don’t you think?’ And the sales 
representative agreed with a happy affability that tossed me into the rubbish bin. 
(Pessoa 2002 p. 195). 
 
 I ask very similar questions whenever I see myself in a photograph. A 
photograph can be an aggression, a violation of privacy, an indiscrete interference in 
someone’s existence. Sontag reveals that the aggression is present even in unsuspected 
photographs: 
 
                                               
5 Book of Disquiet’ is the translation of ‘Livro do Desassossego’, by Fernando Pessoa, unfinished in is 
lifetime and published posthumously. 
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Images which idealize (like most fashion and animal photography) are no less 
aggressive than work which makes a virtue of plainness (like class pictures, still 
lifes of the bleaker sort, and mug shots). There is an aggression implicit in every 
use of the camera.’ (Sontag 1979, p. 7).  
 
No photograph justifies the aggression unless it turns to the oppressor and 
becomes a means to fight, but historically photographs have been used to identify and 
supress the freedom of people based on political or religious beliefs, more often than 
they have successfully served to oppose dictatorial regimes. Photographs are mere 
superficial reflections of the exterior of things, in the most extreme political tensions 
they cannot stand for the inner freedom of the self; they cannot replace thoughts and 
words.  
Whether representing tragedy and the absurd of war or revealing the possibility 
of love, photographs expose the paradoxes of humanity. By looking at a photograph I 
cannot forget all the others I have seen and need to put them in relation to each other 
and myself; that is why I feel the exercise of self-representation is so important.  
The conscience of what a photograph can suggest and the distorted meanings it 
can have according to the ideology of the maker or spectator, compel me to imagine 
myself in every photograph I see, and yet like Bernardo Soares, I never recognize my 
appearance. To put myself in the centre of the work is my way of dealing with this 
problem of the exposure of the other. I must reveal my vulnerability as a human being 
and an artist by placing my personal photographic records; the photographs of others 
and the resulting transformative work at the same level. 
 As I went back to my family shoebox of photographs, looking for the earliest 
photographs of myself, I found a photograph from my childhood and I recalled the 
experience of being photographed. In a portrait made in the classroom in my first year 
of school I find myself looking at the camera with a forced smile. I remember being 
severely directed on how to place the pencil in the hand and the smile in the face. My 
oldest recollection of being photographed is an awkward one and in every other moment 
I have been the subject of someone’s photograph after that, it seemed like a repetition of 
that moment.  
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 Geoffrey Batchen’s insights on the effects of looking at photographic portraits of 
oneself, brings us back Barthes’s interrogations in relation to love and death through 
personal photographs: 
 
The photograph both confirms the reality of a sitter’s existence and remembers 
it, potentially surviving as a fragile talisman of that existence even after its 
subject has passed on. But that very same photograph, by placing its referent 
indisputably in the past, is itself a kind of mini-death sentence, a prediction of 
the subject’s ultimate demise at some future time. (Batchen 2012) 
 
The author also confronts us with the ambivalences of portraits conventions and 
potential to reflect political and economic systems: 
 
To look at such a photograph of oneself is to become the subject and object of 
one’s own gaze. It’s an uncanny encounter, being confronted with your own 
virtual other. You are looking at a thing that happens to be a trace of yourself. 
You have been turned into that thing by a picture-making machine, and in image 
form you can now be bought and sold, exchanged or distributed, just like any 
other manufactured thing. (…) In short, the experience of being photographed 
embodies the processes and effects of capitalism in their entirety. (Batchen 
2012) 
 
 From a very different perspective, artist and researcher Hito Steyerl questions 
image representations in an unusual way, but a very useful one in what concerns this 
research. One that considers contemporary uses of photography in the digital era. 
Steyerl suggests a participation in the image, by acknowledging its conditions of 
existence:  
 
How about acknowledging that this image is not some ideological misconception, 
but a thing simultaneously couched in affect and availability, a fetish made of 
crystals and electricity, animated by our wishes and fears - a perfect embodiment 
of its own conditions of existence? As such, the image is - to use yet another 
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phrase of Walter Benjamin’s – without expression. It doesn’t represent reality. It 
is a fragment of the real world. It is a thing just like any other - a thing like you 
and me. (…) Things condense power and violence. Just as a thing accumulates 
productive forces and desires, so does it also accumulate destruction and decay. 
(Steyerl 2010). 
 
Steyerl’s poetic proposition is challenging as a way of facing photographic 
representations from an artist’s point of view. Curiously also suggesting the 
understanding of the image - and the self - as a political “thing”, a fragment of the real 
world that embodies the present in its conflicting forces, as Batchen seems to also 
suggest.  
Photographs have a material form, a visible here and now, a life of their own 
that eludes interpretation, yet if the right eyes meet the picture, there may be something 
else, a familiar codification that speaks to the heart and mind of each single person in a 
different way. By choosing to direct my gaze at the legacy of my family, the archive of 
my hometown and unknown found material from distant geographies and times, I keep 
in mind the same project: to evaluate how the photographs of others might challenge my 
way of seeing in the present.  
In the photographs of others, I can imagine myself as the photographer and the 
photographed, without ever leaving my condition as a viewer. I take the position of the 
spectator-operator after having the experience of  “the observed subject and that of the 
subject observing” (Barthes, 1981, p.10).  
 This research project and most of my artistic practice, originates from the need 
to interrogate the contradictions of representation, both from the perspective of the 
subject and the operator. No matter how much I have imitated conventions and styles 
for professional purposes, or how much effort I put in trying to deny them in my artistic 
practice, when it comes to the photographic legacy of my family or the vernacular 
photographs I have come across over the years, professional, social and political 
conventions appear to dominate their discourses. 
 It seems more apparent now that my subject and main motivation has always 
been the look the photograph returns; the infinite and unpredictable ways in which it 
can modify what it captures, the “optical unconscious” as Walter Benjamin outlines: 
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“for it is another nature that speaks to the camera rather than to the eye” (Benjamin 
2008, p. 277), something “between technology and magic” (ibid, p. 279).  
 
In this chapter, we have learned through Langford and Williams, that artists and 
curators have been working with vernacular and found photography from at least the 
1960’s and are still engaging with it in various forms. The research of both authors 
reveals concerns with vernacular photography, as does the production of the artists they 
choose to justify their arguments. A deeper analysis of their texts in the next chapter 
will make these notions even more sharp. 
Through Holland’s studies of personal photography, we confirm how the images a 
family keeps at certain moments in history, reflect political and economic power. 
Batchen’s texts and curating work, on its side, reinforce the idea that photography is 
grounded in multiple histories and geographies and that we should not exclude ordinary 
photographs from them.  
Batchen’s rich insights, developing on Barthes reading of time as a punctum - a 
death sentence - but also as a commodification of one-self as a thing that translates the 
dominant political and economic system of our times, seems to embody some of the 
strongest meanings and knowledge that old vernacular photographs transport in 
themselves.  
Jo Spence and Fernando Pessoa were summoned into this essay to interrogate 
notions of love and death in personal photographs, exposing how the wounds of the self 
can be represented or misrepresented through the conventions of photography. 
The answers to the research questions raised in the introduction (pages 10, 11) 
clearly emerge through the work of these scholars and artists, but maybe the most 
meaningful insight emanating from the sort of photographs we are considering in this 
study, comes from the word “vernacular” itself. This word is charged with political 
connotations that resonate throughout the ages and its use in relation to photographs 
hints at the variety of knowledge and beauty one can find in ordinary photographs. 
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To photograph is to appropriate the thing photographed. 
(Sontag 1979) 
 
 
Chapter 3: Looking at other people’s photographs  
 
3.1 Imperfect document 
 
On the eleventh of January 2012, philosopher Bernd Stiegler published a text 
called Imperfection, on the blog Still Searching, elaborating on the idea that 
photography has become committed to inaccuracy, through an overview of some key 
moments in history, suggesting a discussion of a “History of Imperfection”. Stiegler 
claims:  
 
Imperfection is the new ideal of contemporary photography, even if celebrated, 
staged, and represented in a kind of perfection. (…) These tendencies are not 
merely concerned with mistakes and their productive application but also with the 
discovery of photography as a visualization process of the unexpected (Stiegler 
2012a).  
 
 This somewhat provocative statement grounds its arguments in the fact that we 
have witnessed an engagement with imperfection and poor images across fashion 
editorials, advertising and all sorts of contemporary photography: things once 
considered the mistakes of the amateur, have been assimilated from the vernacular and 
explored stylistically in search for a “real” photographic manifestation. The use of low 
quality optics, disposable cameras, amateur instant photography and other techniques 
may configure an attempt to get photography closer to an analogue, nostalgic and 
eventually less perfect way of representing reality, now that digital technology is 
transforming our concepts of what photographic quality may be.  
 On the twenty third of January 2012, answering to another of Stiegler’s posts 
entitled Reflection, David Campany wrote the following:  
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Reality, argued Freud toward the end of his life, is essentially that which gets in 
the way of our fantasies. In this sense the photographic real is never just a matter 
of formal technique or 'objective style'. In photography it is often the ugly that 
seems more real than the beautiful; the flawed seems more real than the perfect 
(that's why "cleaning up " an image with Photoshop makes it look less real); 
plain buildings seem more real than named architecture; cheap commodities 
seem more real than luxury goods; work seems more real than leisure; TV 
dinners more real than posh food; the passport photo more real than the glamour 
portrait. As a result the photographic real is always marked at a social and 
political level (Campany 2012). 
 
 Despite its ability to reproduce the other through itself with remarkable accuracy 
- as a document - photography is in fact an heir to the legacy of the history of art that 
precedes it and an active agent in shaping the course of that same history. On the 
photographic faithfulness to the real and its connections to art, artist and curator Aaron 
Schuman wrote in the essay to his curating project Re:Search - Krakow Photomonth 
2014:  
 
we now recognize that "absolute factual exactitude" is not the definition, 
strength, nor even the purpose of photography - that in truth, this medium 
resides within a rather murky and convoluted grey area between fact and fiction, 
the evidential and the personal, the objective and the subjective, the empirical 
and the lyrical, etc. Nevertheless, as many of photography's most exciting 
contemporary practitioners and scholars have recognized, despite its inherent 
uncertainty, such territory is still remarkably rich, and bears incredible potential 
to be both fruitful and insightful not only in general aesthetic and artistic terms, 
but also specifically in terms of knowledge and the search for it. (Schuman 
2014) 
 
 One might say that the histories of photography as built by historians and 
institutions in its first 150 years, are the accounts of the highest technical and artistic 
achievements. In line with previous writings that reveal a concern on building new 
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narratives for photographic history, Geoffrey Batchen adds in his contribution to Still 
Searching on the seventeenth of October 2012:  
 
if we are to finally have a history that seeks to tell us something useful about 
photography, that tells us what photography does and how and why it does it, a 
traditional narrative centered on origins, great individual achievements, and 
purity of medium will simply no longer be adequate (Batchen 2012).  
 
 Other histories may need to be thought and written, hence Stiegler’s challenge 
for a history of imperfection, on the appreciation of low-fi cameras and the mistakes of 
the amateurs by artists and professionals. I am compelled to ask, why not a history 
concerned with the photographers and photographs that reproduce historical documents 
and works of art, disappearing behind what they give to be seen? 
 In the photographs of historical documents and works of art, the degree of 
expected quality/perfection is very high. This kind of practice lends its best technical 
abilities to the most faithful, plain, documentary reproduction of other images, 
becoming invisible if perfectly made. This is where photography is closer to science and 
most committed to the accurate representation of something other than itself, but if the 
image is placed somewhere ‘between reality and the allegory’ as Serén denotes, then, 
even the technical document - the perfectly executed and subservient photograph 
reproducing a masterpiece of painting - is a symbolic representation of something that 
isn’t there. Even as a document the photograph remains ambiguous and imprecise. 
 As Batchen has repeatedly stated in his writings, histories also remain largely 
untold from the perspective of the user and maker of vernacular photographs. In the 
nineteenth century, before the Kodak camera appeared, the amateur photographer was 
synonymous with passion, determination and a high degree of technical perfection. The 
development of industrialization of photography and mass marketing in the twentieth 
century, created smaller cameras and the photographic services to feed new kinds of 
amateurs. Smaller cameras, smaller prints and less effective technical quality - 
photography promoted for the amateur was programmed to be imperfect by nature, even 
if advertised as quite the opposite.  
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 It is in propaganda and advertising, that these opposed universes - the 
technically perfect document and the imperfect amateur snapshot - may collide and lead 
to the most fabricated and possibly disturbing effects. Within these territories we’re 
presented with different kinds of discourses with a common core: the need to create the 
most convincing illusion of truth - put in other words: to lie convincingly to their targets 
and consumers.  
To be a target and/or a consumer of images and everything else, must be one of 
the most vulnerable conditions to be under a capitalist regime, and yet no one with a 
healthy eyesight can escape. A condition of extreme exposure to images demands a 
growing level of literacy, confirming László Moholy-Nagy’s foreseeing, almost one 
hundred years ago: “It is not the person ignorant of writing but the one ignorant of 
photography who will be the illiterate of the future." (Benjamin 2008) 
Photographs lie or simply create fictions from the very first historical attempt at 
capturing reality. Even though “the great legacy of photography was to give us the 
sensation of encapsulating truth” (Fontcuberta 2011, p. 22), it becomes increasingly 
difficult to separate the discourses in the news, advertising or propaganda, as the media 
agents tend to present them side-by-side: “One of the main instruments of integration 
propaganda (a propaganda of conformity and consent) is a biased but seemingly 
objective news system” (Strauss 2003, p. 19). 
 Erik Kessels, curator and artist, shortlisted in 2016 to the Deutsche Börse 
Photography Foundation Prize, with the project Unfinished Father, curiously also a 
creative director of his own advertising agency, is especially interested in exploring 
failure and imperfection through amateur photographs. Kessels manifests openly: “I 
hate advertising to be honest, but I really like to try to find things in a different way. 
It’s advertising for people who don’t like advertising” (Smyth 2016). 
 In relation to a previous Kessels’ curatorial project Album Beauty, made 
exclusively with vernacular photographic albums, Kessels states: “Often a repository 
for family history, they usually represent a manufactured family as edited for 
display” (…) I feel like family photos are an act of propaganda; there is always a 
perfect situation on a sunny holiday where everybody is on the beach smiling and the 
family is in their perfect shape” (Falconer-Roberts 2016). 
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Vernacular photographs seem to absorb and replicate the same constructed reality 
that political propaganda and advertising so masterfully enact. In the vernacular, we 
may find reminiscences of political, corporate and artistic discourses, often without the 
sophistication and mastery of professional tools, but the use of photography by amateurs 
was so massively widespread over the course of the twentieth century, that it generated 
a power of its own and their chameleonic ‘imperfect’ styles started to influence back the 
photographic industry, media agents and the art world, looking for ways to re-invent 
themselves. 
 An account of this mutual influence can be found in a beautiful film on the 
history of photography called Olho de Vidro, which translates as The Eye of Glass, put 
together in 1982 by a team of Portuguese artists and researchers, guided by historian 
António Sena. The documentary was broadcasted in two episodes in RTP, the national 
television, in the year of its production and is now hosted in RTP’s archive website. 
This film essay is a creative approach to the history of photography that attempts to 
narrate its events in the light of the technology, culture, politics and art, from its origins 
through contemporary times, while paying some attention to Portuguese contributions. 
 Towards the end of the second episode, while describing contemporary 
photography in the beginning of the 1980’s, the narrator utters these words:  
 
Amateurs multiplied, defects and dangers which are pointed out to them are 
exactly what contemporary photographers mostly cherish, why? Cuts in people’s 
bodies, distorted verticals, things blurred, flash in the eyes, the tilting horizon, 
the out-of-focus objects: the mutual influence, silent and imperceptible between 
amateur photography, scientific photography and art photography, is the most 
important phenomenon of the beginning of an era that just started its journey.’6 
(Sena & Gil 1982). 
                                               
6 Translation from Portuguese: ‘Os amadores multiplicam-se e apontam-se como defeitos ou perigos 
aquilo que os fotógrafos contemporâneos mais frequentam, porquê? As pessoas cortadas, as verticais 
distorcidas, as coisas tremidas, o flash nos olhos, o horizonte inclinado, os objetos desfocados. A 
influência mútua, silenciosa e impercetível, entre a fotografia de amador, a fotografia científica e a 
fotografia artística é o fenómeno mais importante do princípio de uma era que ainda agora partiu de 
viagem.’ 
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I remember being involved and excited with poor images of very early digital 
capture devices in the 1990’s and of not being at all concerned with their possible 
evolution and overall quality, all that mattered was that they were giving me new ways 
of making images, along with some Polaroid formats, small 110 film or cinema Super 8. 
These were tools with which to create, somewhere in between video, photography, 
cinema and painting, which could very well represent what Stiegler describes as a 
visualization process of the unexpected.  
My practice either personal/artistic or as an educator was shaped by these 
devices continuously into the new century, until it was clear that there was the potential 
in digital photography to completely replace traditional methods, in what might be 
considered a search for perfection, in terms of sheer ability to capture detail and 
resolution. Just as I realised I had not experimented and studied the old ways as much as 
I would like, they were disappearing before my eyes. 
 In the era of the smartphone, it cannot be ignored that photography and video are 
very important features in these devices, pushing the industry to develop and perfect 
them to a very competitive high standard, to the point of replacing traditional point and 
shoot cameras. The functionality of these hybrid multimedia devices is highly expanded 
by network connectivity and software and this has made mobile photography and video 
sharing in social networks extremely popular and influential, reaching millions of 
human beings worldwide.  
The vernacular photographs of today are made and shared virtually in 
overwhelming numbers and rarely printed, but they still imitate the look and pictorial 
diversity of the analogue prints and transparencies that shaped the memory and the 
imaginary of previous centuries. Digital photographs are programmed to be easy and 
closer to perfection than photographs ever were, but they seem to have become too 
perfect to be real. 
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3.2 Appropriation, some historical references 
 
Within artistic practices and theories “Found Photography” may be understood as 
an equivalent to the “Found Object” (from French term: “Objet Trouvé”) and a 
derivation of the Readymade, a concept from early twentieth century associated with 
Marcel Duchamp, that implies the appropriation of objects, often industrially made and 
already available (Evans 2009). Fountain, the urinal Duchamp submitted to the Society 
of Independent Artists exhibition in 1917, was rejected at the time and originated a 
scandal but became an historical mark, challenging established notions of aesthetics and 
beauty along with the processes and materials involved in their production.  
The development of photography and cinema in the nineteenth century, 
contributed to disquiet and transform the fine arts, allowing them to move away from 
figuration into abstraction. With the emergence of new artistic movements in the new 
century, artists aware of the true potential of the photographic and the moving pictures 
explored both mediums and often collaborated. Such was the case of Marcel Duchamp 
and Man Ray in the creation of photographs of the character Rose Sélavy (1921), or 
Salvador Dali’s work with Luis Buñuel in Un Chien Andalou (1928).  
The Dadaist Photomontage emerges out of the political tensions of World War I, 
appropriating press and all kinds of photographs aggressively as a political and artistic 
manifestation. In the words of Raoul Hausmann, one of its practitioners:  
 
Dada, which was a kind of cultural criticism, stopped at nothing. It is a fact that 
many of the early photomontages attacked the political events of the day with 
biting sarcasm. But just as revolutionary as the content of photomontage was its 
form – photography and printed texts combined and transformed into a kind of 
static film. (Evans 2009)  
 
After World War II appropriation concepts kept developing, enlarging its scope of 
influences from theoretical texts such as Walter Benjamin’s The work of Art in the age 
of mechanical reproduction, questioning the idea of authenticity and the loss of the 
“aura” in the reproduction of the artwork, as well as declaring the growing importance 
of photography and film in the process of transformation of the nature of Art. 
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The essay The Death of the Author (1968), by Roland Barthes, was also 
influential, bringing the responsibility of the interpretation of the text to the reader, upon 
whom the meaning depends:  
 
Once the Author is removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite futile. To 
give a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final 
signified, to close the writing. (…) we know that to give writing its future, it is 
necessary to overthrow the myth: the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the 
death of the Author (Barthes 1977).  
 
In 1969, philosopher Michel Foucault published What is an author in which he 
introduces the idea of the author as a function of discourse, an influential theory that 
grows from Barthes’ foundation:  
 
A private letter may well have a signer – it does not have an author; a contract 
may well have a guarantor – it does not have an author. An anonymous text 
posted on a wall probably has a writer – but not an author. The author function is 
therefore characteristic of the mode of existence, circulation, and functioning of 
certain discourses within a society (Foucault 1984). 
 
Sherrie Levine, an appropriation artist, well known for her work After Walker 
Evans, from 1980, in which she re-photographs a series by Walker Evans, appropriates 
Barthes’ writing in a statement published in Style Magazine in 1982, where it could be 
read: “A painting’s meaning lies not in its origin, but in its destination. The birth of the 
viewer must be at the cost of the painter” (Evans 2009). 
 Levine was one of the artists selected by Douglas Crimp, an American art 
historian and critic, for the exhibition Pictures he curated in 1977 at Artists Space, New 
York. In the introduction of the book Appropriation, Documents of Contemporary Art, 
David Evans refers to Pictures as “the epochal exhibition that launched a now pervasive 
art based on the possession – usually unauthorized – of the images and artefacts of 
others” (Evans 2009). 
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 Appropriation artist Richard Prince is referred in most texts on this subject. 
Controversial and widely known for copyright lawsuits raised against him by other 
authors, Prince performs the literal appropriation of well-known public images and 
other intellectual creations, de-contextualizing, isolating or grouping, framing and 
displaying them in galleries and museums worldwide.  
The readings this sort of work suggest can be quite complex, addressing the 
political and economic systems of capitalism and its relations with the art world, but 
Prince also stands for how the art systems absorb and legitimate what radically 
comments and opposes to it. As Andy Grundberg explains:  
 
His art is troubling because it implies the exhaustion of the image universe; it 
suggests that a photographer can find more than enough pictures already present 
in the world without the bother of making new ones. Prince’s response to this 
condition is to substitute selection for creation as the primary process of art 
making. It is a strategy with a wide appeal to a generation brought up in an 
environment saturated with images (Grundberg 1999).  
 
 Prince’s work is influential in my research process and practice for allowing this 
kind of radical questioning about function, meaning and value of images, but I am 
stepping away from this kind of literal appropriation. In what concerns the subjects, 
their political and social contexts and how they comment on contemporary life, the kind 
of material I appropriate is quite different, as it refers to private vernacular photography 
and not widely popular, stylistic photographs. In respect to formal content of the new 
work, I propose a construction that includes elements outside of the appropriated image, 
which implies the making of new photographs, taking the difference even further.  
 Although my choice to explore the appropriation of vernacular and found 
material relates to a conscience that the world is overflowing with photographs, I do not 
refuse to make new ones. Ultimately my work is about the photograph as an object that 
transports knowledge and the medium of photography itself as a complex and mutable 
instrument of invention, through the scope of lost and rejected fragments of its history. 
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3.3 Appropriations of vernacular photographs 
 
This section is based on the reading of texts by several scholars and artist’s 
statements that focus on the appropriation of found and/or vernacular photographs, 
giving us an historical perspective from their critical points of view. 
Val Williams’s essay Lost Worlds was published in Eye Magazine 55, in 2005. 
The text includes a subtitle configuring a question: “Vernacular photography. Innocence 
regained? Or just another kind of fiction?” (Williams 2005). The interrogation remains 
open as the text reaches an end, but only after underlining the idea that matters of 
permission and privacy are very important issues that should be addressed by the users 
of found or vernacular images. 
The introduction of Lost Worlds is a description of a show of the Trachtenburg 
Family Slide Show Players at the Soho Theatre in London, 2004. Val Williams’ interest 
in this musical and image projection act, comes from the fact that they create their 
performances, music and lyrics from narratives built out of their collections of found 
photographic 35 mm slides, of the 1950s, 60s and 70s. Williams asserts that like a 
growing number of other artists, the Slide Show Players are subverting the notion of 
authorship, acknowledging the power of images dislocated from their context, bringing 
them from the private sphere to the public gaze. 
 The historian traces the use of found photography in contemporary art and 
culture to 1977 when artist Dick Jewell self-published Found Photos, a collection of 
photographs, which Jewell found abandoned around passport photo booths in English 
cities. This book became important to European photographers and curators who were 
fighting the US-centric system of master photographers and curatorial elitism. 
 In Williams text, we’re also reminded that recent attention to found photography 
could be influenced by the revived interest in snapshot photography throughout the 70s 
and 80s and the relevance of the discovery of the work of American photographer Mike 
Disfarmer in the mid 70s. His portrait work from the 1940s became associated with the 
vernacular because of its concern with the people of lower social status, its honesty and 
straightforwardness. 
 German artist Joachim Schmid, is portrayed as self-publisher and rescuer of 
abandoned photographs, with a wide variety of themes within his work, one of them 
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with a span of over 20 years of development - Pictures from the Street – recalling that 
Schmid has been collecting and working with found photographs consistently since the 
early 1980s. 
Williams argues that discussions of photography have always been concerned 
with its meanings and implications, generating questions of ethics: 
 
As ‘authored’ photography has become part of the art market and photographers 
are increasingly bound by the rigid rules of the gallery and the collector, ‘found’ 
photography seems to defy commercialization. It also defies notions of privacy 
and ownership (Williams 2005). 
 
 After a description of Erik Kessels edition of in almost every picture, a series of 
books on found photography narratives, Val Williams emphasises: “The confidence of 
Kessels’s bravura approach to publications leads us away from the questions we might 
well ask about the journey of such albums from private document to public spectacle. 
(Williams 2005). 
The interrogations that set the tone at the beginning of the essay emerge once 
more at the end, revealing the author’s disquiet by writing “In our rush to find a 
‘Pleasantville’ in visual culture, to discover innocent images, which have no motives, 
we must perhaps be wary of becoming a part of yet another cultural fiction.” (Williams 
2005). These words seem to address the readers as potential referents of future lost 
photographs, inciting us to think about what might happen if our own photographs 
became lost.  
 
Another important contribution to the discussion of this subject is the article 
Strange Bedfellows: Appropriations of the Vernacular by Photographic Artists, 
published in the journal Photography & Culture, in 2008 by Professor Martha 
Langford.  
This text describes as an introduction, that the phenomenon of appropriation of 
vernacular photography is cyclic throughout the history of photography: Dada 
photomontages have recycled them materially in the 1920s and the Snapshot Aesthetic 
stylistically from the 80s through the 90s. As Langford elaborates:  
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the entrance of vernacular photographs in the art world is limited to the ones that 
have been touched by the hand of an artist, implying that most photographic 
production and experience remains outside of artistic activity, its function being 
“to show us what art photography is not” (Langford 2008, p. 74). 
 
An intriguing and possibly unanswerable question is raised: “Is everyday 
photographic experience transferrable to art (…) the complexity of a photographic 
object that has been part of a life lived?” (Langford 2008). Several chapters of the 
article concentrate on the description and contextualization of the creations of five 
artists working with appropriation of vernacular photographs, which the author believes 
engage with the question raised, if not answering it positively, at least creating the 
conditions for a critical thinking on the issue through their artworks.  
I will transcribe the list here because although I was acquainted with some of the 
artistic production of these authors, every single piece of work described in this article 
was a meaningful revelation in the context of this research: 
• Christy Johnson, U. K.: Feast, 2007: collects and exhibits anonymous 
photographs of girls’ first communions along with recorded voice overs 
of adult women describing their experiences in their own first 
communions. 
• Fiona Tan, Indonesia/Holland: Vox Populi, developed in several cities of 
the world in different years. The artist engages the population of a city in 
creating a collective portrait through their private vernacular 
photographs. 
• Hans-Peter Feldman, Germany: Porträt, Ferien, both from 1994: in 
Porträt the artist exhibits a personal photo album of a close friend. In 
Ferien, the artist publishes a souvenir album with blank pages in which 
the user as to distribute a set of found photographs of a woman, shot in 
several tourism locations. 
• Bruno Rosier, France: Un état des lieux ou La Memoire des Parallèles, 
2005: Rosier travels to places across the globe to photograph himself in 
the same locations and as the man in a collection of found photographs. 
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• Michael Snow, Canada: Scraps for the Soldiers, 2007: the artist 
publishes a facsimile album of his aunt from 1921, with a text of his 
own, explaining the context in which the album was made. 
 
 According to Martha Langford, in the cited works by these artists we sense 
Barthes’ “death of the author” or the appearance of Foucault’s “author function”. By 
clearly discerning different modes of appropriation of vernacular and found photographs 
and in proposing an engagement of the artist with the material and subjects involved in 
the appropriation, Langford puts her arguments in the details that matter to the research 
I am undertaking. Although my work implies collecting, selecting and appropriating as 
its primary methodologies, my goal is to call attention to the photographs morphology, 
pictorial nature and its historical contexts, in a critical and didactic way. 
 
The last text this section was based upon is Dick Jewell’s Found Photos 
published in 2010 in the journal Image & Narrative, by Ian Walker. As noted, Jewell’s 
book was also mentioned briefly in Val Williams’s Lost Worlds, revealing the 
importance this work holds from the point of view of these British critics. 
As Ian Walker narrates, the photographs took Jewell almost 10 years to collect, 
starting in 1968 and the book was self-published by the artist in 1977:  
 
Found Photos contained 154 pages of pictures taken in photo booths, showing 
people using the machine for a range of different activities from the 
documentary to the performative, with a range of different expressions from the 
impassive to the hyperactive” (Walker 2010, p. 22).  
 
The author researches the artistic context for Jewell’s project and refers to 1970s 
as a period of intense enquiry into photography, manifested in the interest of fine artists 
for the medium but also on the fact that photographers became increasingly aware that 
photography “constructed reality as much as it recorded it” (Ibid, p. 23).  
Walker justifies the fact that vernacular photographs turned into objects of 
examination in many artistic projects, by the role of photography as a medium that 
could reach mass audiences but also its wide variety of institutional and personal uses. 
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The book Wisconsin Death Trip, published in 1973 by Michael Lesy, is mentioned as an 
influence in this process, reusing late 19th, early 20th century photographs made by 
Charles van Schaick in Black River Falls, Wisconsin (USA); as is the book on Mike 
Disfarmer’s portraits from the 1940s, published in 1977, also pointed out by Val 
Williams in Lost Worlds. 
Reading further we reach the reference to Larry Sultan and Mike Mandel’s 
Evidence, published in 1977. As Walker explains:  
 
This collection of photographs was culled from a variety of official sources - 
police, scientific, governmental - and each was originally made to act as visual 
evidence of a very specific event. But with their captions and thereby their 
functions removed, the photographs became mysterious and poetic, often surreal 
and indeed disturbing, the starting points for a range of other narratives with no 
connection to their original function. It was a simple but eloquent demonstration 
of the realisation that lay at the heart of all the projects discussed here: that, 
when stripped of its original narrow role, vernacular photography could be as 
poetically resonant and emotionally potent as any more intentional artistic 
photography (Walker 2010 p. 24). 
 
In the statement from Larry Sultan’s website one can read that “Evidence, was 
one of the first conceptual photographic works of the 1970s to demonstrate that the 
meaning of a photograph is conditioned by the context and sequence in which it is seen. 
(Sultan n.d.). 
Walker’s essay also indicates that in this period, the 70s in Europe, artists such 
as Christian Boltanski and Hans-Peter Feldmann were developing their own 
photographic series and artist’s books: “like Ruscha using the most reticent and 
mundane forms of photography to throw into question the possibility of ordering 
knowledge, the possibility indeed of knowledge itself.” (Walker 2010, p. 25) 
Hans-Peter Feldmann works with many media but has an extensive production 
of photographic works, some of them exist only in book form. Roy Arden, curator of 
the exhibition on the artist at the Contemporary Art Gallery in Vancouver, in 2006 
writes: 
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Where Feldmann does not use found vernacular images he often makes his own. 
These range stylistically from the casual snapshot, as in his series of pictures 
from windows of hotel rooms, to the refined, even masterful photograph, as in 
his portrait project 100 Jahre (100 Years). (Arden 2006) 
 
In relation to Feldmann’s Pictures of car radios while good music was playing, a 
project stretching from the 1970s to the 90s, as well as a series of photographs of 
telephones the artist made after using them to call his girlfriend, Arden writes:  
 
these works explore the relation between image and caption. Their economy of 
means makes their effect more poetic and affecting. They provoke us to make 
sense of the boundaries between the private and public, and help us begin to 
order the cacophony of images in our mental archive.’ (Ibid 2006) 
 
Despite being more concerned with matters of truth and authenticity in artist’s 
self-representations, Christian Boltanski’s early works with vernacular photography also 
defy notions of public and private and the conventions of personal photography. Album 
de photos de la famille D., 1939-1964, from 1971, is made of photographs from the 
family album of a friend. The artist recreated the chronological narrative of the album 
and found out the photographs told nothing specific about any of the family members. 
Boltanski said in an interview in 1979 that images of family rituals remind us of our 
own memories, of ourselves and that most photographic albums within a given society 
are very similar, “they do not represent reality but only the reality of the family album” 
(Lebeer n.d.). 
In the work 10 portraits photographiques de Christian Boltanski-1946-1964 
from 1972, the artist takes the critique of the “illusion” of reality in personal 
photographs one step further. The portraits pretend to portray him across time, from the 
age of two to the age of twenty but are in fact portraits of different people photographed 
throughout a single day. The artist adds text and documentation to the work to allow the 
viewer to decipher these paradoxes: 
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His use of verbal as well as visual means puts his work in a precarious position 
between autobiography and self- portraiture. He places word and image in 
opposition, creating tension and contradiction. By this he asks questions about 
the (im)possibility of recounting one's individual life and explores the blurred 
borders between the collective and the personal history’ (Ruchel-Stockmans 
2006). 
 
Jumping through time at least 30 years, we find the young Thomas Sauvin 
delving in the photographic waste of Beijing, looking for revelations of how the 
inhabitants of that metropolis have lived the political and economic transition of the 80s 
and 90s.  
Sauvin started Silvermine in 2009, collecting and editing close to half a million 35 
mm colour negatives until 2013, salvaged from a recycling facility in Beijing where they 
were sent for the recovery of their silver content. The work has been exhibited worldwide, 
published in catalogues of photography festivals and had a highly regarded dedicated 5 
volume publication by the London based Archive of Modern Conflict, which supports 
Sauvin’s research. The AMC website describes the publication in these terms:  
 
The Silvermine albums offer a unique photographic portrait of the Chinese 
capital and the lives of its inhabitants covering a period of 20 years – from 1985, 
when silver film came into widespread use in China, to 2005 when digital 
photography came to the fore. In these souvenir snapshots taken by anonymous 
and ordinary Chinese people, we are witnessing the birth of post-socialist China’ 
(Sauvin 2013). 
 
In an article for the New Yorker website, we are informed that as of October 
2014, when Thomas Sauvin was invited to participate with Silvermine in their Instagram 
account, he had not yet been contacted by any of the people represented in the 
photographs he appropriated, something Sauvin believes will happen sooner or later, 
considering the exposure the work has (Connors 2014). 
As most authors dealing with appropriation Thomas Sauvin collected and 
exhibited personal photographs destined to destruction without asking permission from 
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who is depicted, but considering the time frames and numbers of photographs involved, 
this would probably be an impossible task. The work takes on a collective relevance and 
meaning, allowing for an investigation of a period of significant political and economic 
transformation in China. Silvermine reveals that unknown personal photographs when 
analysed in this scale could uncover insights on a collective history that otherwise 
would remain untold. 
The sources available to an artist’s research on vernacular photographs are wide, 
be it the family album, flea market or the waste transformation industry. Collecting, 
selecting and grouping are among the strategies that help artists examine their subjects. 
Concluding this section I would argue that no matter the strategy deployed and 
conceptual purposes, by displacing appropriated photographs from original context, the 
aesthetic operators contemplated in Williams, Langford and Walker’s essays, 
interrogate and challenge the potential meanings of the utilitarian images made by 
amateurs and professionals at the service of common folk since the nineteenth century, 
attesting to their relevance as vehicles of culture and politics. 
 
 
3.4 Methodology and Ethics 
 
As will be demonstrated in chapter four, dedicated entirely to my artistic practice, 
I developed the pieces Still Film and Spectrum from the appropriation of photographs of 
an identified author, Carlos Adriano, a local photographer from my hometown. All 
other works I made from this research involve photographs of unknown makers, 
acquired in street markets, charity shops and on eBay.  
 Appropriation and re-photography are implied in all the creations developed 
from this project as the main conceptual strategies. By undertaking a practice-based 
research on appropriation of personal photographs, I am faced with questions 
concerning matters of authorship, privacy and exposure of images without consent, 
therefore I feel compelled to formulate some ethical principles to deal with these issues. 
The first principle is related with the modes of appropriation I engaged with: The 
works I built from the appropriated photographs are constructions, which involve the 
photographs in a subjective interpretation of their potential meaning. Rather than simply 
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re-photograph them, I want to make clear that I am producing a subjective gaze towards 
the appropriated photograph, while respecting and revealing didactically its formal 
features and morphological nature. 
The second principle relates with privacy and protection of identity: In my 
creations, there is a preoccupation with the exposure of people. An exposure of a face or 
a body only occurs when I am sure that the appropriated photograph and the new 
context within my construction, will not expose the person’s identity to any negative 
criticism, or affect the person’s dignity.  
 Third and last principle relates with ownership and copyrights of the 
photographs: In relation to the unidentified photographs involved in my work, although 
I have become their owner by acquisition or finding, I have no information of their 
origin, therefore consider myself to be merely their temporary protector. I will gladly 
disclose all existing information I have and give them back to anyone able to prove a 
relationship with the people depicted, or the ones who made the photographs. 
The origins of the materials in use in this project are as follows:  
• In the works Still Film and Spectrum the portraits appropriated were made in a 
popular photographic studio of the city of Vila do Conde by Carlos Adriano in 
the 1950’s and the 1930’s. The portrait of my father is my own property and the 
ones used in the Spectrum performance were re-photographed from the originals 
at the archive where they are hosted. In the case of Carlos Adriano’s 
photographs his authorship is always indicated in the description of the work, as 
well as the fact that his legacy is now in the property of the municipal archive of 
Vila do Conde, with which I have an on-going collaboration in research and 
artistic projects, as is documented on my website. 
•   The set of glass 13x18 cm negatives which became the work The Storm, was 
bought through eBay from an English dealer. The negatives depict what seem to 
be several stages of the development of one child, isolated and in the company 
of adults. They were sold to me with no contextual information whatsoever, but 
in this case I saw a low-resolution image of the negatives and chose them for 
their subject and quality, after evaluating content. 
•  The 35 mm slides used in the Short Narratives film sequences, were all bought 
on eBay from vendors in different countries: France, United Kingdom and the 
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United States of America. These were bought in cheap lots without any 
information or previous visual knowledge of the images included, therefore they 
were blind purchases in quantity. The contents of the slides are diverse but 
essentially amateurish and private. 
•  The couple of printed and framed portraits, which originated the piece X-Y, were 
located and acquired in a charity shop in Porto (Portugal). These portraits were 
professionally made and display the signature of Fotografia Beleza, an old 
photographic studio of the city, which closed its doors in recent years. There is 
no information on the identity of the sitters. 
•  The 9x12 cm acetate negative applied in the work Play Time belongs to a group 
of negatives bought together in the street market of Vandoma in Porto, Portugal. 
There is no information about their source or authorship but clearly these 
negatives were produced for a catalogue of delicate cast-iron products, depicting 
chandeliers, frames and mirrors, as every item is related to a number within the 
photograph.  
 
As a description of a methodology for this research I must reveal that although 
guidelines were established at the beginning, the process followed an intuitive path, 
conducted by the desire of knowing as deeply as possible the ways in which vernacular 
photographs were being collected, displayed in museums and books, as well as 
appropriated by contemporary artists. 
It is also relevant to account that despite the use of found material was something 
entirely new to my work at the beginning of this process justifying my curiosity towards 
this field, I was already interested and involved with the photographic archive as a 
source of material for the curating of exhibitions and production of artworks, engaging 
with the history and memory of my hometown. 
In those previous projects, I was confronted with the need to appropriate material 
created by another photographer, attempting to establish continuity with my own 
creations through mnemonic processes, involving other people’s recollections in the 
development of the work. Guided by intuition but also fed by technical and critical 
literature related with conservation of photographic materials, its history and 
philosophy. 
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Appropriation is therefore a defining concept of my artistic practice, which shapes 
its methodology. The objects of appropriation in this study are not images of iconic 
advertising or great historical photographs made by well-known artists, as in a certain 
tradition of re-photography, explored by Richard Prince, Sherrie Levine and others who, 
from the 1970’s onwards, pursued a questioning of matters of truth, originality and 
value of works of art. The kind of appropriation I propose to make feeds on this 
knowledge but takes paths in other directions, meant to put in evidence the formal and 
morphological features of the photographs, as well as its status as vernacular material. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Website for Evidence (1977), L. Sultan and M. Mandel (Sultan n.d.). CS.  
 
 
 
 The work that surfaces from this research is concerned with processes of 
selection and intention, considering and confronting the photographs that inhabit the 
institutional archive with what is excluded from it. Collecting, selecting and ordering by 
formal content, observing photographs details and establishing possible relationships 
with others, were the main activities in the process conducted in this work. This was a 
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challenging procedure that implicated a dialogue with each photograph through my own 
subjective interpretation of their discourses. My thinking and practice was influenced by 
the ground-breaking work of Evidence (fig. 13), from 1977, by Larry Sultan and Mike 
Mandel, but in what respects the sources and choice of subjects, it also owes to Gerhard 
Richter’s album photographs from the Atlas (fig. 14), sheets 1 to 12, from 1962-63 
(Richter 1962).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Gerhard Richter’s album photographs, Atlas sheet:1(Richter 1962). CS. 
 
 
 
Where it sets apart from these references is in the way the appropriated 
photographs are re-contextualized and transformed, either integrated in performance, 
implicating a dialogue with other artists, incorporated in a new photographic still life or 
expanded into a tri-dimensional installation. 
In practice this research implies the artistic appropriation of a selection of 
unidentified found photographs, a few others originating from an institutional archive 
and records of my own family. Their unifying subject is the relation to the vernacular: 
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the photographic production that comes out of the everyday needs of every single 
person and their families. 
 
3.5 Answers with questions 
 
At the end of the previous chapter an effort has been made to review how the 
referenced authors and works contributed to answer the research questions enlisted at 
the beginning of this study. In this chapter, some of the arguments and concepts that 
surfaced before, are investigated further in an attempt to unravel not just answers but 
possible conclusions for this artistic research. 
Once more we bring into confrontation a few major contenders in the thinking, 
writing and curating of contemporary photography. Stiegler and Campany discuss how 
the imperfections of vernacular photographs came to be valued as a sort of real 
photographic manifestation. Schumann writes of the ambiguity of photographic 
representations and the impossibility of "absolute factual exactitude”. On her side, Serén 
also denotes that even as a document the photograph remains ambiguous and imprecise. 
Kessels, an advertiser who doesn’t like advertising, who collects, publishes and 
curates exhibitions of family albums, speaks of family photographs as an act of 
propaganda, allowing us to see how that constructed reality rooted in artistic 
conventions and politics, came to influence back the advertising and propaganda that 
inspired it. The errors, the failures, the imperfections of snapshot photographs, once 
fought by academics, professional photographers and agents of the photographic 
industry, came to be the source of inspiration for those image operators. One can see its 
obvious manifestation in the mundane photographic filters and computational 
photography of twenty first century smartphone apps. 
 In trying to elucidate further how the production of contemporary authors reflect 
a concern with personal and vernacular photographs, it was necessary to research the 
concepts and history of artistic appropriation, invoking Benjamin, Duchamp, Barthes, 
Foucault, Levine, Prince and others who brought to the arts and critical thinking, a 
radical questioning of matters of authorship and originality. 
An analysis of Williams, Langford and Walker’s essays allow us to plunge in the 
history of the appropriation of lost and found, personal and vernacular photographs. 
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Williams and Langford especially, leave us with some concerns about the ethical 
implications of dealing with other people’s pictures and raise some meaningful 
questions. Because appropriation defines the methodology of my practice, and I am 
sensitive to these thoughts and concerns, some ethical principles were established to 
rule the work involved in this research, as enunciated in the sub-chapter that precedes 
this one. 
 
 
 
A still photograph is simply an isolated frame taken out of the infinite cinema. 
(Frampton 1983 p. 111) 
 
Chapter 4: Artistic practice 
 
4.1 Art and science 
 
My practice of photography is motivated by curiosity towards art and science and 
within their productive crossings I am particularly concerned with researching and 
experimenting possible “incestuous” interactions of photography and cinema, while 
observing how they reflect the teachings of previous artistic mediums. 
As a guide to my explorations in the intersection of photography and cinema I 
recall the writing of filmmaker Hollis Frampton in his essay on Eadweard Muybridge, 
where he asserts: “Much of the early history of still photography may be looked upon as 
the struggle of the art to purge itself of temporality” (Frampton 1983 p.75). 
Frampton’s essay uncovers an unusual perspective on Muybridge’s work 
intertwined with an account of the photographer’s life experience that may bring us to a 
better understanding of his feats. It points out that Muybridge’s records of animal 
locomotion, were the labour of an obsessive man on his way to inventing photographic 
cinema with his Zoopraxiscope: “a machine for resynthesizing the illusion of motion 
from the analytic images provided by his batteries of sequential still cameras” 
(Frampton 1983 p. 70). 
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An intense desire for knowledge and life made Eadweard Muybridge one of the 
most prolific and influential photographers in history. His obsessive experimentation 
with image making in the nineteenth century led to the study of the perception of 
movement with static photography, the development of cinema, science and art, related 
with both mediums. It does not come as a surprise that his work became a landmark for 
experimental filmmaker and philosopher Holis Frampton or a source of inspiration for 
the composer Philip Glass in his opera The Photographer, inspired by Muybridge 
passionate embrace of photography and the homicide trial he had to face for the killing 
of his wife’s lover.  
My own confrontation with Muybridge’s original mammoth contact prints of 
American landscapes, at the London Tate retrospective in 2010, was a turning point in 
my understanding and relationship with photography, a humbling experience, a sort of 
end of everything and a renewal at the same time. At that point the photographic 
medium and its history plainly became more the object of research and experimentation 
to me, than a vehicle to add more images to an already saturated world. 
 As an artist, photographer, collector, teacher, I have shaped my way of seeing by 
all the images I have seen but also, if not more, from the ones I have made and 
imagined. This research project involves viewing and manipulating old photographic 
materials, lighting equipment, sets, cameras, computers and all the other things that 
revolve around the photographic. These tasks require the mastering of machines and 
their visual products but it also entails the work of reading, thinking and writing, as 
there is a physical and intellectual interaction in the process.  
This process is influenced to some extent by all the artists, historians, curators, 
philosophers, and scientists I have referenced throughout this text, but the experience 
with materials and equipment, the engagement with international exhibitions and books, 
as well as the travelling and experience of the world, were at least as much important 
for its development. In the practice presented along with this writing, photography 
meets cinema, performance, electronic coding and robotics, history and critical theory, 
all in the service of experimenting and developing ways of seeing through the medium 
of photography.  
For the most part, the group of works presented in this chapter involve the study 
of photographs of unknown people, exposing their lost connection with human 
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existence; the loss of the author in a literal sense but also the loss of the referent and of 
the continuity of memory and personal history.  
To wonder why and how this correlation gets broken seems to be a natural 
process for the imagination. While it is possible to answer some questions and act upon 
them starting a detective search, leading to wonderful or disgraceful results, the fact is it 
would be simply impossible to reconnect all the photographs circulating in the world 
with their lost affinities.    
In my experience of research in institutional archives, I have often encountered 
stacks of unseen and unknown photographic material waiting, usually representing 
subjects not considered a priority, unlike the representations of notable figures, 
memorable events and places identified in historical narratives. In these not so urgent 
accumulations, rest photographs that may not be dissimilar to what one can find in our 
own personal albums.  
Working with lost and found vernacular images is my attempt to recover from 
oblivion potentially interesting images, which may deserve our attention or at least 
reflect something that matters to a wider audience. It is both a search for unexpected 
beauty in the margins of photography and an inquiry on a sort of reality that’s closer to 
common human beings, reflecting their political and economic conditions. 
The works which will be described in the following lines were all developed 
from ordinary photographs, from before the 21st century, when everything started to 
become digitized. Motivations, concepts and research paths behind each piece vary 
considerably but they remain connected by the thread of vernacular photography and the 
contemporary technologies which allow us to interrogate and analyse them.  
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4.2 Still Film 
 
The passport photograph depicted in Still Film is a portrait of my father as a 
young person (Figure 15). It is a gelatine silver print from 1952. Despite preserving the 
appearance of the referent as if time had stopped, the photograph itself has aged, 
outliving the person in the portrait for several decades.  
When viewed at a distance in the pages of the albums of the studio of Fotografia 
Adriano, where it exists along with hundreds of others, this portrait is formally 
indistinguishable. The album pages resemble elaborate catalogues of human faces in 
geometrically aligned patterns. They present us with rows of frontal portraits in even 
light, reproducing conventions of identification photographs and reminding us of their 
political and social functions. The look is invited to permanently oscillate between the 
whole and the detail. Yet, isolated, every portrait shows unique monochromatic tones 
and signs of wear, while depicting a distinct person. The possibility of identification and 
emotional connection with the observer is latent in every single face. 
 
 
 
 
	
Figure 14: Still Film, 2012. VF. CA. 
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Portraits account for most the work of the estate of Fotografia Adriano and 
many of them have not yet been the subjects of attention by the conservation 
technicians at the museum where they have been placed. Having spent countless hours 
studying and selecting photographs from the legacy of this old studio for institutional 
exhibitions and art projects since mid 1990’s, I became acquainted with many of those 
portraits, nevertheless I never encountered my father’s portrait among the hundreds of 
passport photographs organized in grids in the studio albums.  
It was my older sister who spotted the portrait in a page, which was occasionally 
enlarged and exhibited in a show at the local museum. She later gave me this 
photograph, taken from one of our father’s own identity documents. It is not surprising 
that my parents and family had done their passport photographs at the studio Adriano 
(fig. 16), like most people of our hometown from early twentieth century until the 
1980s.  
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Figure 15: Desk at Fotografia Adriano, 1993. DS. BW/GSN. CA. 
 
 
 
 
This episode revealed to the extent I could miss the identification of such a close 
relative. In a sudden turn of events, a photograph I may have come across before, 
without being able to discern from others, acquired a place in my imaginary. The 
portrait returns my father’s face at a much younger age than I am now, as if I am 
looking at my own son in the present. A face I was not able to remember.  
 Batchen states “We look into the photograph to witness the past and imagine the 
future” (Batchen 2000 p. 127). Despite being a product of an imagined reality the 
photograph confirms time as a ‘punctum’, as can also be inferred in Damian Sutton’s 
words:  
 
While the photograph might immediately offer itself as a slice of time, no more 
expressive than the shot in cinema, it actually demonstrates an aspect of duration 
that is independent of chronology. Its constant state of present attests not only to 
the past of objects but to the future of them’ (Sutton 2009, p. 145). 
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In Still Film I stage the repetition of an impossible meeting with my father/son. 
The film is made from a single still shot with a duration of 2 minutes. Nothing occurs in 
the frame except the movement of the light. The light fades in revealing the portrait in 
the centre of a black background, proportionally much bigger then the photograph to 
give a sense of approximate scale. It keeps moving, showing the photograph’s creases 
and reflected light and then fades out into darkness. The actual sounds of the movement 
of the light projector and the steps of the operator can be heard as recorded by the 
camera. No post-production was applied and the only use of an editor was for cutting 
the beginning and end of the shot.  
Despite the intentional cinematic choreography, the photograph is reproduced 
flat, perpendicular to the camera as a museum reproduction would be made. The work 
requests conventions of the archival reproduction of documents, which coincide 
methodologically with re-photographing existing images for artistic appropriation.  
However, the theatrical manipulation of the light, the darkness from which the 
image emerges and disappears, as well as the duration of the shot, give the film a 
fictional dimension, where the document and its referent participate. The duration of the 
film imposes a short time for looking at the portrait, while the light accentuates the 
texture in the surface and the fragility of the print, speaking of transience and 
mutability.  
 The caption for the work writes: “A passport photograph of my father as a 
young man”. This is a true statement that gives a clue on the identity of the person 
depicted, a limited amount of information that’s enough to reveal a trace of 
sentimentality and place Still Film as a memorial.  
 The film was captured in digital full HD quality and should be exhibited in that 
resolution in a video monitor of small size. The sense of scale of the original is of great 
importance because is it a dominant feature of the identity portrait. Being digitally 
coded and requiring a small-scale display, makes this film especially suited for the web 
environment, therefore acquired a permanent place on my personal website. 
 
 
4.3 Spectrum 
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The definition of spectrum in physics is the representation of the wavelengths of 
light. In broader terms, it could signify a range of objects or ideas that form a sequence, 
but from its etymological nature could mean appearance, image, apparition. The choice 
for the title of this performance takes in consideration some feedback of the first 
viewers, who put forward the idea of “séance”, a form of mediumship summoning 
ancestral spirits of the dead and similar thoughts.  
Although not meant as a ritual and certainly not motivated by any sort of 
religious or magic beliefs, the idea of creating an illusion or spectacle with uncanny 
images and sounds, establishing some sort of communication with the dead through 
photographs in an imagined time travel, is part of what attracted me towards the old 
studio portraits used in the performance, so it made sense to incorporate this in the 
work. 
 This project involves the research and experimentation of the projection of 
photographic transparencies into a screen, in an otherwise dark room. It comes out of a 
desire to recreate the feeling of old magic lantern projections and invoke Daguerre’s 
Diorama. It is therefore strongly influenced by historical artefacts and narratives of the 
pre-history of cinema and photography.  
The projection of light in a darkroom is the technical basis of both photography 
and cinema but also of the process of vision itself. The chosen spaces for the live 
performance of Spectrum were as close as possible to large-scale “cameras obscuras” 
and the technical means chosen to evoke these historical references and stage the 
“séance” was the 35 mm slide projector, in fact a triple projection, operated manually 
with cardboard masks to produce transitions and fades between photographs.  
 The projected sequence involves found rejected film material, wasted from the 
projection cabins of cinemas, mixed with appropriated archive portraits from my 
hometown’s Adriano photographic studio (fig. 17, fig. 18).  
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Figure 16: Triple projection of 35 mm film. Rehearsal for Spectrum, 2011. DC. CA. 
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 There was a search for a fictional narrative that began with a process of analysis 
of the materials, followed by the editing and building of a sequence by practical 
experimentation. The portraits themselves suggested the result: the recreation of the 
cycle of human life from childhood to adulthood. This sequence is intercepted and  
interrupted by fragments of wasted film, which bring the uncertainty and mutability of 
chemical matter into the work as a layer of abstract visual noise.  
 There were other creative forces behind spectrum: the power of improvisation and 
destruction. These elements were challenged along the development of the work and 
could be observed in the final public performances. Since the photographs selected and 
re-photographed were old commercial studio portraits, full of formal conventions and 
accessories, the first action in the creative process was to submit the images to a 
chemical destruction, removing some of their precision and faithfulness to the real and 
denying a clear identification of subjects. The final steps consisted in establishing an 
order to the selection, allowing the narrative to be interpreted by musicians and perform 
the result in a mixture of rehearsal and improvisation. 
 Spectrum is not about the people represented in the portraits, it is about who was 
behind the camera, the mysterious operator who lit the scene and did all the neat 
arrangements of the sets, making sure everyone was aligned in the most orderly fashion 
by familiar and hierarchical relations of power. 
 
 The study book for this project was the film Train of Shadows (Tren de 
Sombras, Spain, 1997), by José Luis Guérin.  
 The first seconds of Train of Shadows tell the viewer about the sudden 
disappearance of amateur filmmaker Gérard Fleury, a lawyer in Paris, after a stroll to 
capture the morning light on lake Le Thuit in Normandy, France, November 8, 1930. 
 A scrolling text continues to explain that before his death, Gérard Fleury had 
made what was considered his last domestic production. This black and white found 
footage, faint and scratched, at times reduced to almost transparent film substrate with 
unrecognizable abstract forms of chemical destruction and silver remnants, is now 
restored and presented. The spectator is led to believe that this is a real account and is 
witnessing a true amateur footage. 
 After these scenes of family pleasure, Train of Shadows goes on to show 
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contemporary Normandy in colour in a documentary style, slowly bringing to the frame 
the landscape and the house depicted in Fleury's old footage. The camera leads the 
viewer through the house, revealing carefully represented details of the architecture, 
furniture and all sorts of objects, including framed photographs, convincingly aged like 
the black and white footage that introduced the film. Slowly, characters seen before in 
black and white come to life in full colour and the viewer becomes more aware of the 
interplay between fictional and documentary reality. 
 The sound design and soundtrack play a vital role in leading the viewer through 
this carefully constructed mischief. A solo piano, sounding just like a 30's live 
performance for a silent movie, conducts the viewer through a melancholic illusion of 
time travel that helps give the silent black and white footage an intimate feel, then live 
contemporary sound brings the viewer to a recognizable contemporary reality. 
 Further into the narrative, the technical sounds and images of film manipulation 
and projection emerge as a kind of attempt to de-construct or re-construct a story in the 
black and white footage (an attempt at solving the mystery of the lawyer’s death). This 
helps to create an idea of the film dealing with real-life memories. An orchestral 
soundtrack and silence precisely fit in certain moments, also contributes to the creation 
of a cinematic atmosphere of expectation and desire, mixed with sounds of film sliding 
through fingers, film reels, projectors shutters at full speed indicating that Train of 
Shadows deals with filmmaking, film history and film materials. 
 After watching a screening of the film for the first time I let myself be 
transported into a dimension where fiction and reality intersect, and wanted to suspend 
disbelief for as long as possible. A careful look though, reveals everything in the film is 
carefully constructed, acted, framed, masterfully painted with light and sound, and 
edited like a song, with a deliberate use of repetition.  
 I had the chance to talk to José Luis Guérin concerning his methods to achieve 
the look of the old footage in Train of Shadows. He revealed that this footage made to 
look like it was recovered from an obscure archive was shot in contemporary film and 
destroyed chemically, frame by frame.  
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Figure 17: Triple projection of 35 mm film. Rehearsal for Spectrum, 2011. DC. CA. 
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This knowledge and experience of Train of Shadows was seminal in the birth of 
the Spectrum performance. This was reflected in the method of chemical destruction I 
used in the family portraits, core of the performance's image projection, an 
appropriation of 1930's photographs from Vila do Conde public archive of the old 
photography studio Adriano. The influence is also evident in the narrative constructed 
from the sequenced portraits and the collaboration with musicians for the creation of a 
live soundtrack. 
As a starting point, Spectrum is intended as an essay on appropriation of found 
film material and historical archive photographs, which follows an exploration of the 
depths of the legacy of Fotografia Adriano. The project only took its shape when the 
other necessary conditions came together: a desire to experiment with the projected 
image; the relative abundance of 35 mm projectors and still available film and 
processing labs; the possibility of involving a musician/composer in the creation of a 
soundtrack and performance along with the projection. 
For the main sequence of photographs in Spectrum, a few of the portraits found 
in the oldest albums (1930, 1931 and 1932) of printed photographs of Adriano's 
photographic studio, were selected. The selection is quite random and subjective. I kept 
in mind only that I would like to represent the diversity of people in the portraits by 
generation and genre and let myself be captivated by any kind of detail in the pictures 
that appealed to me personally. 
 After photographic reproduction onto 35 mm positive film, the pictures were 
submitted manually to a process of chemical damage which has removed from the 
positive film most of the layers of dyes, leaving only the cyan as a vibrant dominant 
colour with different intensities.  
Through successive projection and observation of the material, a narrative 
slowly emerged, demanding a certain organization and connection with the other visual 
elements introduced: leftovers from cinema reels and fragments of rejected film, with a 
variety of colours to counterpoint with the dominant blue/cyan of the portraits. These 
framed bits of colour transparencies, already old and eroded, at times subject of 
montage and/or collage with other materials become film matter, light, colour and 
texture to add and subtract to the portraits, like paint. 
To the creation of a soundtrack, sound artist Miguel Filipe was invited because 
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of his engagement with field recordings and musical performance. His musical range is 
very diverse, blending fully analogue instruments of his own creation with found sound 
devices and modified musical toys, itself a form of appropriation, but also pure digital 
processing. The photographs have also suggested the making of field recordings of a 
wide range of subjects, from natural climatic events to machines in full motion, even the 
live capture of FM radio signals is incorporated live, with some risk. The result is a 
tapestry of sounds with a melancholic tone that materializes from research, 
improvisation and interaction with the photographs. 
 The performance event took place twice: first at the lunch break of the Digital 
Hybridity conference, at the Faculty of Arts Design and Technology of the University 
of Derby, in June 2011 and at Cinema Passos Manuel, Porto, Portugal in September 
2012, within the program of the FFP. 
 
 
4.4 The Storm 
 
This series of photographs include in their creation a set of four 13x18 cm glass 
negatives bought on EBay UK in 2010. The original negatives were very well 
preserved, precisely exposed and developed. The size and material of the negatives 
(glass) as well as the clothes of the people in them, suggest they could be over 100 years 
old. The seller had no information about who made the pictures, the identity of the 
people in them, or when the photographs were made.  
One of the 4 photographs, included in The Storm # 01 (fig. 20) depicts a young 
woman holding a recently born child, seated in a corner of a room very close to a 
window which lights the scene. On the wall, there’s a reproduction of a painting by the 
French author Pierre-Auguste Cot with the title L’Orage /The Storm (fig. 19), this is 
where the title of the series comes from.  
The painting is from 1880 and became popular and widely reproduced, so it  
would be fair to deduce these negatives are from late nineteenth or early twentieth 
century, when the means of mechanical reproduction became sufficiently developed. 
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Figure 18: L’Orage (The Storm), 1880, by Pierre-Auguste Cot (Cot n.d.) 
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The size and quality of the negatives suggest a serious amateur or professional 
photographer made them, maybe the man who appears in one of the images was the 
photographer and the father, or maybe a practicing photographer was simply called 
upon to make likenesses of the new-born and of some stages of the child’s life. As the 
family seems to be upper class, judging by some of the artefacts in the pictures and 
clothes, both are quite acceptable hypothesis, although nothing beyond speculations.  
Another of the photographs, depicted in The Storm # 02 (fig. 21), reveals what 
seems to be the young father and mother holding the baby on her lap at a slightly older 
age. The last two in the series, in The Storm # 03 and The Storm # 04 (fig. 22, 23), 
depict only the child. In one of them, an adult’s hands enter the frame to secure the 
child’s pose. On the other one, the child stands alone dressed in a distinctive fashionable 
way, which suggests an older age, surrounded by decorative artefacts in a very precise 
composition. 
 By shooting the original negatives in the hands, I try to give the viewer a sense 
of their scale and proportions, enlarging the’ field of view and letting the process of 
making and staging of the new photograph become part of the final image. These new 
compositions also attempt to re-enact the presence of the scientist or the archivist 
through the inclusion of the gloved hands in the frame, which could also relate to the 
performance of the magician or the juggler, manipulating its devices through the 
repeated choreography of the hands over the four photographs. 
Since the original images are negatives, the photographs of this series had to be 
inverted to make the pictures immediately legible. What we see in the final photograph 
is a positive image in the hands on a black background, from a negative shot on top of a 
light box. This simple Photoshop trick mimics the photochemical process, to which the 
work also refers. 
The gloves bring the iconography of the magician and the conservation scientist 
into play, addressing the photographs simultaneously as an artistic performance, a 
technical device and a document. The intense black void, is meant to hide the device 
that creates the illusion. 
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Figure 19: The Storm # 01, 2012. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20: The Storm # 02, 2012. DC. CA. 
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Figure 21: The Storm # 03, 2012. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: The Storm # 04, 2012. DC. CA. 
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4.5 Unfinished Narratives 
 
In the film Si j’avais quatre dromadaires (1966), a documentary essay made by 
Chris Marker, from over 800 of his own black and white still photographs, shot in 
several countries, the author stages a conversation between 3 people, commenting on 
the photographs in voice-over, along with a narrator which is the vehicle of Marker’s 
thoughts and words. A philosophical and poetic essay on cultural differences imposed 
by territorial frontiers and politics. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Unfinished Narratives, City Street. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU 
  
 
 
Susan Sontag wrote about it, noting the differences between the experience of 
seeing photographs in a book in relation to Film:  
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Chris Marker film Si j’avais quatre dromadaires (1966), a brilliantly 
orchestrated meditation on photographs of all sorts and themes, suggests a 
subtler and more rigorous way of packaging (and enlarging) still photographs. 
Both the order and the exact time for looking at each photograph are imposed; 
and there is a gain in visual legibility and emotional impact. But photographs 
transcribed in a film cease to be collectable objects, as they still are when served 
up in books. (Sontag 1979, p. 5) 
 
Unfinished Narratives is a series of short films made from unrefined travels over 
photographs, loosely guided by Marker’s film essays over still photographs, but as the 
title suggests, they form a fragmented cinematic sketchbook.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Unfinished Narratives, Beach. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU. 
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Figure 25: Unfinished Narratives, Photographer. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU. 
 
 
 
The appropriated photographs have many imperfections due to erosion of the 
film substrate, despite retaining the striking saturation and hues of Kodachrome film. 
The camera movements record a path that isolates and reframes parts of the 
photographs, allowing for the abrasions and chemical deterioration to become more 
prominent, revealing these are images with wounds. 
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Figure 26: Unfinished Narratives, Horses. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU. 
 
 
 
The photographs were selected from several assorted lots bought cheaply and 
blindly on eBay, in Europe and the United States of America. The fact these images 
were sent from somewhere in the world into my hands, made me want to translate into 
the work the predisposition of lost photographs to become a commodity, exchange 
hands and travel, developing into an exploration of movements over the projected 
images.  
The travelling movements, the manipulation of focus and the physical 
interaction with the projection in the recording of the films, are a reaction and an 
interpretation of the photographs. They were scanned by the movie camera, cropped, 
focused and unfocused in the slide projector to reveal what I decided at that moment in 
time. The reading of the photographs was expanded and simultaneously restricted by 
those decisions, thus the work oscillates between documentation and performance of an 
image projection.  
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Figure 27: Unfinished Narratives, House. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU. 
 
 
 
The live sound of the projectors and the surrounding noise of the city outside are 
captured in synchronization with the video footage, retaining an impression of the 
moment. The imperfections of the camera movements in these long takes expose 
limitations of the technical means but also reveal the natural hesitations and the 
uncertainty of travelling over these photographs with the camera in a single take.  
The screen is materialized and participates in the work, it is not a mere reflecting 
surface. There is an attempt to demystify the projection as a space of illusion, “the dark, 
reverie-laden space of the cinema’ which tends to fix bodies in front of a single screen 
to enable their absorption into filmic narratives” (Trodd et al. 2011, p. 184). As 
described by Christine Ross, citing Chrissie Iles, in her analysis of the emergence of the 
projected image in the 1960s and 1970s in art installations, at the intersection of 
Minimalism and cinema:  
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The projected image, in short, is a site that allows viewers to negotiate with 
possible confusions between the real and the fictional by being exposed to the 
mechanisms of illusion or by being made aware of the materiality of space in 
relation to the illusionistic image. (Trodd et al. 2011, p. 184) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Unfinished Narratives, Garden. 35 mm Kodachrome. DS. AU. 
 
 
 
In this series of films, there’s a deliberate fragmentation of the images through 
cinematic movements, enlarging the surface of the film, where the grain, dust and 
imperfections of chemical matter blend and reveal new pictorial layers. These works 
reflect on the materiality of photographic processes by exposing the erosion operated in 
the surface of photographs by the accumulation of time. Damian Sutton alludes to this 
process of ageing of photographic materials in his investigations of the relationships 
between photography and cinema: 
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Time wears away at the surface of images—photographs crack in heat, acids 
from human fingers corrode the surfaces, pages rub against each other fraying 
newsprint ink and smoothing the ridges of the paper. These are instances where 
the materiality of the process is revealed in the same way that scratches appear 
on aging cinema reels or pops and crackles are heard on a soundtrack. These 
provide only a material reminder of what already occurs in the photographic 
process—the elision of the material and the translation of the image into a 
membrane or screen.’ (Sutton 2009, p. 161) 
 
The projection of photographic transparencies is one of the technical processes 
from which cinema and photography depend upon to be seen. Both rely on the “camera 
obscura” not just to capture but to view and enlarge the image, multiplying and 
reversing the physiological process of human vision. 
The films in the series Unfinished Narratives were made in a crude way, as 
records of walks inside the “camera obscura”. The actual sounds of walking and the 
manipulation of projectors and recording devices are retained as documentary proof, 
aiming at re-enforcing the idea of travelling within the images. The projection screen is 
explored in its surface like a map, from corner to corner, sometimes in skewed angles, 
shifting the plane of focus and the spatial relationship of the viewer with the image. 
Unfinished Narratives materializes from the confluence of a strategy of selecting 
randomly collected 35 mm colour slides, and the exploration of the device of 
photographic projection as a process of actively participating in the reading of the static 
image through the moving image. Conceived as loose drawings, the short films fit the 
page on my personal website where they are permanently displayed.  
The original photographs selected to illustrate this section (fig. 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29) from which the films were made, are not meant to be seen outside of this 
document. They’re sole purpose here is to reveal where some of the films were 
extracted from and the extent of what was left out of them. 
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4.6 X-Y 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
X-Y is an installation work that involves a pair of framed portraits of a man and a 
woman, and a real-time video scan of the woman’s portrait conducted by a programmed 
robotic plotter (fig. 30, 31). The portraits have approximately 50x60 cm and were 
acquired in a charity shop in the city of Porto, both have the signature of Fotografia 
Beleza, a photographic studio well known and very active in the first half of the 
twentieth century7 in this Portuguese city. The portraits show no identification of 
                                               
7 Fotografia Beleza began its activity in 1907 and closed doors only in the first decade of the twenty-first 
century. The name translates literally to “Beauty Photography”, but there’s a double meaning in it 
because “Beleza” is the actual surname of the founder of the business. 
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subjects or dates, so these remain unknown people to this day, I am calling them Mrs. X 
and Mr. Y. 
 The fact that these portraits were found together suggests they were a couple, but 
this affiliation remains unproven. On the wall where I first saw them, the portraits were 
hung side-by-side, man and woman, as a couple that persists in staying together even 
when frozen into photographic images and lost to time and memory.  
That persistence in the unity of two, the suggestion of love and death, was the 
most intriguing and attractive feature about the portraits. At the shop, under a dim light, 
among all sorts of useless things they did not stand out for facial features or indeed for 
any formal aspect of the photographer’s work.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
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The use of light and composition in the portraits is as good as would be expected 
from a notorious commercial studio. Soft light, precise focus, careful arrangement of 
clothes and accessories, frontal gaze towards the camera, despite a slightly oblique 
positioning of the body. Light in the faces comes from above on the left side; it is 
diffused and seems the kind of natural light that enters a glass roof, reflected by the 
northern sky, as Fotografia Beleza was an old studio designed to take advantage of 
natural light. Formally these are the kind of portraits that could be miniaturized for 
identification documents or enlarged and put behind frames to hang in the wall, as is the 
case. 
 To identify the people in these portraits should not be too difficult, since most of 
the assets of the studio were bought by a private collector and subject of an inventory 
around 2007. According to the report published on the website created to advertise the 
project, the studio kept very accurate and organized records of their work, which made 
the job of classifying much easier (Sousa n.d.). It is therefore possible that the negatives 
and a record of a commercial transaction still exist, which could help recover a possible 
identity and a date. Despite all, I do not intend to clearly identify these portraits, nor 
claim property of them and do not refuse the possibility of giving them away to anyone 
who can prove any relationship with these people. 
 The reasons why I cherish these findings and decided to undertake this analysis 
does not have to do with identity, instead I am concerned with their constructed 
appearance, amplified by the photographic process and the successive layers of pictorial 
retouch and chemical mutations. In this way, I try to establish a dialogue with the 
materials and processes of photography and allow myself to think and build other 
images from the study of these portraits, without hiding that my observation may be 
invasive and even destructive. If a corpse in a morgue can become a body to dissect and 
learn anatomy, so a portrait of a person, I hope, can be the object of study and 
speculation in a research process about the anatomy of the photographic object. 
 On a close inspection, the portraits reveal layers of paint over the photographic 
tones and grain, more visible and notorious on the woman’s portrait. Being a portrait of 
a woman appears to demand a greater amount of make-up, doing its best to beautify a 
very common face. The paint is most evident in the eyes where the photographic detail 
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is completely hidden, but was also applied freely in the earrings (fig. 33), which seem to 
have been created solely from brush strokes.  
The signature “Fotografia Beleza, Porto” (fig. 32) is also painted and seems to 
point out that what we are looking at is an “authored” work, making more obvious the 
hybrid nature of these portraits. Nonetheless its authorial identity is not of a single 
person but instead a commercial brand, denoting very likely a collective work. 
 The fact that the portrait of the woman has much more paint over certain areas 
than the portrait of the man, could have another explanation. The photograph seems to 
have less definition and detail itself when compared to the other; this could mean it is 
not a first-generation print and negative; if that’s the case the paint could have been 
intentionally applied to help define certain areas blurred by the reproduction of a small 
photographic print on a new negative, and consequently a new print.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 31: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
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A photographer, or an employee of a photographic studio, would only recur to 
the reproduction of a printed portrait on the event of the disappearance of the person and 
therefore the impossibility of making an updated one. It could be that a widowed Mr. Y 
wanted to hang the picture of the late wife next to his in the wall of the living room and 
went to Fotografia Beleza with just a small print and asked what could be done of it. 
Not an uncommon request then and now, just different means to achieve the same 
purpose. 
 On a photographic studio of the first half of the twentieth century, the manual 
retouch of negatives and prints was a very serious matter. Graphite pencils with several 
levels of hardness would be used in large negatives or printed positives on mate papers, 
to subtract or add wrinkles and other beauty marks. A red translucent paint would be 
applied to certain faces on negatives, to avoid reproducing them too dark, due to the 
lack of sensitivity of some photographic materials on near red and green wavelengths of 
the spectrum.  
The final retouch on the print would be applied by the most skilled on the 
painterly arts. Special watercolour would be used to add subtle colour tones without 
covering photographic detail in some cases; in other cases, the photograph merely 
became the matrix for a complete new painted interpretation. These pictorial modes of 
intervention on a photograph seem present on Mrs. X portrait, making it a perfect hybrid 
and a good object of study. 
 Painting, as much as photography and cinema, can be the result of the desire to 
arrest movement and deny the passage of time through an accumulation of gestures. In 
the making of a photograph or a film, gestures could be minimized or automated, but 
that isn’t necessarily true for all photographs, not even in such a common photographic 
portrait of an unknown and almost indistinct person as Mrs. X. Here the gestures of 
photography, which go far beyond the moment of the click in the camera, are amplified 
by the gestures of painting. The pictorial layers over Mrs. X portrait not only attempt to 
deny time but transform it into a kind of palimpsest, an accumulation of gestures 
imprinted on a face. 
In the large silver gelatine glass negatives produced industrially until the second 
decade of the twentieth century and used in most photographic studios, we can identify 
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the gesture of the manual retouch with graphite and other pictorial materials and 
therefore verify that the idea of the mechanical reproducibility in photography can be 
put into question. 
 The negative is truly unique in its reproducibility because it can only give birth 
to its opposite and not an exact copy of itself, and yet it remains there as the invisible 
ghost of the photograph. Daguerreotypes are a very special case in that respect because 
they keep the ghost visible, negative and positive live side by side, assuring their 
irreproducibility, unless re-photographed, like every other image or work of art, but 
even then, with serious limitations in relation to the original. 
 Printed photographs like the portraits of Mrs. X and Mr. Y remain unique 
because in practice it is impossible to reproduce the same conditions in which the 
photographs were created, before and after the uncertainty of the hand manipulating 
pictorial matter concluded their final appearance. In this case, the original negatives 
were just the beginning of a complex process of image making. If compared to the 
finished product they would reveal nothing but an impression, a footprint. Ultimately, it 
is the layers of painting that strengthen the uniqueness of the photographs and render 
them irreproducible. 
 I am surprised that the portraits survived decades, keeping a healthy appearance, 
not showing strong signs of fading or chemical deterioration, revealing that possibly 
they have spent most of their existence in subdued light.  
The physical and chemical processes from which photography depends are 
unstable, no matter how perfected they are, therefore the permanence of photographs is 
impossible to ensure, we can only delay their process of decay. The variables behind 
this process of mutation are identified: light, temperature and humidity. Museums and 
institutional archives carefully monitor and control these variables to extend the life of 
photographic objects, slowing down as much as possible the process of change.  
 One of the most important rules of preservation of works of art and specially 
photographs, is to keep them away from any direct light. Light changes matter, modifies 
our skin, fades colours of clothes and billboards. The raw material of all photographs 
and the spirit behind all works of art is both an agent of creation and destruction. If 
exposing photo-chemical photographs to light means to destroy them, the only possible 
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good we can do is to keep them in the dark. Absolute preservation means to hide images 
and keep them away from sight. 
 
 
 
Figure 32: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
 The ageing process imposed by light in photographs, varies with the intensity 
and quality of such light, the nature of the materials exposed and interaction with other 
variables. Under normal circumstances, in a framed portrait hung on a living room away 
from direct sunlight, the process of change could be very slow and only noticeable over 
long periods of time. Therefore, as history has been proving, it is very likely that 
photographs outlive the people who made them or the ones they refer to, and so the 
portraits I am submitting to this experiment survived their makers and should outlive 
me, despite the exposure I intend to give them. 
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 All historical photographs universally recognized as such, either for their 
economic value or true aesthetic content will inevitably spend most of their existence in 
the dark, subjected to the gruesome law of the institutional archive. We must be 
satisfied with the limitations of books, beautiful and useful as they may be, or with the 
illusion of the virtual reproduction of images. Historical images are usually mediated by 
other images. 
 The beauty of dealing with lost and found photographs is that they do not belong 
to that category of material considered valuable and consequently meant to be hidden 
away forever, thus I can expose the portraits of Mrs. X and Mr. Y to any intensity of 
light I want, and allow them to be looked at freely, even if that means to accelerate their 
slow permanent movement into destruction. 
The first time I recall being confronted with the concept of the palimpsest was 
when I saw Joan Fontcuberta’s series Palimpsestos, in 1993, at gallery Pedro Oliveira, 
in Porto. Fontcuberta’s Palimpsestos are a series of photograms printed over sheets of 
floral wallpaper and a variety of other kitsch printed materials. Wallpaper was coated 
with photosensitive emulsion and exposed to light with real flowers and birds, on top of 
the ones represented in the patterns. After processing, the photographically precise 
negative shape of the real objects reveals the pictorial representation on the printed 
material underneath. 
 These are unique photographic negatives printed over industrial multiples 
representing painted images. They address and question reproducibility, the commercial 
value of works of art, the reality and the fictional representation of objects, and even the 
presence of photography in art as a kind of ghost, long before its invention. Fontcuberta 
manages to trigger all these ideas through a simulacrum, which involves a reading of 
mass produced images of the present, through the shape of the primordial negative 
image, reminiscent of the experiments of Thomas Wedgwood and Henry Fox Talbot, 
invoking and sharing their intense desire for the image.  
 Geofrey Batchen disserts about this in his book Burning with Desire. At the 
beginning of the preface Batchen explains the title:  
 
This book examines recent accounts of photography by way of a detailed 
analysis of the medium’s conception. It’s title, Burning with Desire, comes from 
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a letter written by Louis Daguerre in 1828 in which he tells his partner 
Nicéphore Niépce that " I am burning with desire to see your experiments from 
nature.’ (Batchen 1997)  
 
 The images in Fontcuberta’s Palimpsestos, are very much about desire, 
stimulating the viewer to imagine the continuity of the picture underneath, they have a 
latent eroticism. The paint over Mrs. X’s eyes, hide its imperfections underneath. It is 
the superimposition of these layers, the artifice enveloping the image, that make it 
interesting and even erotic.  
 While further researching on palimpsests, I came across an on-going 
investigation on an old book known today as the Archimedes Palimpsest. The story tells 
that behind the religious text handwritten, drawn and painted in the parchment folios, 
sometime in the thirteenth century, inhabit some Archimedes treatises in geometry as 
well as texts by other authors, written centuries before.  
 It seems the animal skin from where one text was scraped to give place to 
another retains some precious memory of the first inscriptions and true reason for its 
sacrifice. The medieval euchologion, a byzantine prayer book, which is the last layer of 
written text on the recycled parchment, is of historical value, but some of the treatises 
by Archimedes hidden under it are unknown anywhere else, therefore much more 
important, justifying the interest of the scientists in this object.  
 Most of the scientific analysis of the folios was made recurring to imaging 
devices with a method described as “Multispectral Imaging”, dealing with wavelengths 
outside of the narrow visible light spectrum, electro-magnetic radiations, infrared and x-
ray, which cameras can be made to see. 
 The resulting images reveal ways of seeing unknown to the eye, in colours that 
seem unnatural. Texts and illustrations, centuries apart, appear at times superimposed, 
creating new unexpected images of the process of duration. The compression of 
centuries is revealed in these photographs, coded in very cryptic ways, nonetheless, at 
times they just seem like they came out of Andy Warhol’s Factory (fig. 34). 
While researching the palimpsest, I was at the same time deliberately looking at 
the spaces, devices and methods used in the study and conservation of works of art, 
somehow attracted to the aesthetics of white gloves, of invisibility and machines with 
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slow and precise movements. One of the things that interested me in the process of 
research on the Archimedes Palimpsest, as documented in its website, was that many 
devices were experimented and developed to capture the images, such as dedicated 
cameras and special filtering, as well as sources of invisible light. At one time the team 
introduced an x-y stage to make the leaves of the book travel under the camera with 
precision. 
I had experimented with a small x-y slider on a microfilm viewer before, and 
had ever since desired to capture that movement combined with macro photography. 
When inspecting photographic transparencies with such a device it always seemed to 
me it was a lot more revealing what happened in between one point or another in the 
image, the movement, the interval, the denial of stillness and time, than the whole 
image. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33: 12 shots of the leaf 105-110, Archimedes palimpsest. (Noel et al. n.d.). 
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The movement over static images became one of my exploration fields because 
it is a challenge on stillness through the duration of the gaze. It is an exploration of 
immobility and movement simultaneously, an attempt to bring photography back to its 
conceptual nature, being the single indivisible unit of the cinematic.  
 In this work, I wanted to conciliate the moving image over the portrait of Mrs. X 
with the staging of the technical process of the research in an installation, somehow 
suggesting the aesthetics of the conservation lab, while submitting the photographs to a 
detailed and continuous exploratory observation. Such staging of a process required not 
only a sophisticated device for the capture and projection of a video feed, but also a 
permanent exposure of the images to intense light. Light will reveal but also impose a 
slow destruction of the image (fig. 35). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
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The piece developed for this installation was inspired by the scanning devices 
used in conservation labs of museums to produce high resolution scans to document and 
analyse historical artefacts, as in the x-y stage developed for the on-going investigation 
on the Archimedes Palimpsest. 
 The device, applied to the portrait of Mrs. X is a robot capable of scanning the 
image on a perpendicular plane on an x and y axis. It can be programed to move the 
video camera attached to it very slowly across assigned coordinates, delivering a 
continuous traveling over the portrait, fed to a monitor in real time (fig. 36).  
 There is no recording involved, the camera moves on a programmed itinerary as 
a loop, meaning it will go back to the same place where it began and repeat the same 
movements and pauses, indefinitely. This functions as a sort of programmed visual 
editing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35: X-Y, detail of installation, 2014. DC. CA. 
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The variables that can be edited in the code are limited to speed of movement of 
the head (camera), location and duration of pauses. The itinerary was carefully 
delineated to pause in some key places of the face of the woman, for periods that range 
from 5 to 30 seconds. The loop takes about 9 minutes to restart. 
 The moving image is presented on a video monitor masked as a circle, as if we 
were observing the projection of light through a lens in the “camera obscura”. We are in 
fact merely witnessing a direct video feed in a monitor, not a recording. The movement 
of the camera and the video in real-time is the event. X-Y does not contain a movie, in 
the sense that a movie is always a document of an action. 
 By choosing Mrs. X as the centre of the attention in the installation, the man Mr. 
Y, is left standing in the shadow as if waiting, but never out of sight. The wait suggests 
the work could evolve and become more complex; Mr. Y’s portrait may also be 
submitted to an accelerated mutation on a next level of development.  
 The portraits are meant to be submitted to a slow disintegration by exposure to 
light. These photographs will be damaged deliberately to call attention to the state in 
which our photographic records exist and will remain after our brief passage through the 
time of the living. 
 
 
4.7 Play Time 
 
 This 9x12 cm silver gelatine negative (Figure: 37) was obtained in a street market 
in Porto, Portugal, found among a set in the same format, depicting cast metal objects 
like picture frames, mirrors and chandeliers. Numbers related to each model engraved in 
the negative, indicate that we are probably facing a photograph for a commercial 
catalogue, a professional job commissioned by a maker or dealer of this sort of 
products. 
 The negative releases the typical smell of acetic acid which plagues plastic 
cellulose acetate (a kind of plastic introduced by the photographic industry in early 
twentieth century), revealing a form of degradation known as the 'vinegar syndrome'. It 
is encrusted with chemical crystallizations of plasticizer additives, taking the shape of 
small round eruptions on the film surface. They have conquered visual space over the  
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Figure 36: Original 9x12 cm negative. BW. AGSN. DC. AU. 
 
  
 
silver grains, as if the photograph is inside a glass dome that has just been shaken.  
 Cellulose acetates were developed and perfected from the 1920’s onwards, 
intended to replace nitrate film, a much more unstable and flammable material, but it 
was soon discovered that the failure to preserve acetates under strict temperature and  
relative humidity control, would accelerate its deterioration (Fischer n.d.). 
 Rather than submitting this negative to a rigorous process of stabilization in a 
controlled environment, as could have happened in the hands of a conservation scientist, 
in this work it will be the subject of a poetical visual analysis, where the chemical 
degradation is assumed as a pictorial layer of the image. This work is therefore about 
arresting an instant of the mutating state of this negative, in recognition of a statement 
by Susan Sontag, from some time ago: 
 
The real difference between the aura that a photograph can have and that of 
painting lies in the different relation to time. The depredations of time tend to 
work against paintings. But part of the built-in interest of photographs, and a 
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major source of their aesthetic value, is precisely the transformations that time 
works upon them, the way they escape the intentions of their makers. Given 
enough time, many photographs do acquire an aura. (…) For while paintings or 
poems do not get better, more attractive simply because they are older, all 
photographs are interesting as well as touching if they are old enough. (Sontag 
1979, p. 140) 
 
 Despite being just one black and white negative it re-photographs other images 
inside frames (fig. 38), which seem to be industrial print reproductions of colour and/or 
black and white photographs; the kind that could be seen in calendars and other 
products of the printing industry, licensed from commercial image banks; generic 
multiples, which may have been reproduced thousands of times for different purposes.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37: Original 9x12 cm negative, inverted. BW. AGSN. DC. AU. 
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 We are facing three different photographs inside four frames, since one is 
repeated. The lower left one is a technical reproduction of a painting, a photograph 
made invisible by faithfully reproducing a work of art. In this case the disappearance of 
the photograph is only possible because of a good performance of the photographer, in 
the sense that Walter Benjamin alludes to, it in the essay The Work of Art in the Age of 
Its Technological Reproducibility:  
 
To photograph a painting is one kind of reproduction, but to photograph an 
action performed in a film studio is another. In the first case, what is reproduced 
is a work of art, while the act of producing it is not. The cameraman's 
performance with the lens no more creates an artwork than a conductor's with 
the baton; at most, it creates an artistic performance. (Benjamin 2008, p. 29)  
 
The other two photographs have more in common, as they are obviously 
fabricated and shot with a careful production, lighting and framing. Both employ 
models, which look very convincing in their artificial roles. They have the quality and 
refinement demanded by advertising. 
 Inside this catalogue photograph, those images become accessories and by-
products of the business of making and selling frames. They inform the potential buyer 
about the function of this product, while at the same time suggest idealized models of  
what could be displayed. They are varied in subject and intended audience. 
 In organizing four models of frames in one shot, the photographer allows their 
comparison while saving time and film. Furthermore, by reproducing the set in black 
and white, he levels and attenuates the impact of each photograph inside of it. This 
serves perfectly well the purpose of selling monochromatic frames, if not the images 
inside of them. 
Besides the photographer who made our 9x12 cm negative, there must have 
been a different photographer for each of the other photographs, reflecting specific 
formal and technical concerns, as well as intent. The pictures inside this photograph 
contain at least another three different narratives and a multitude of meanings radiate 
from them. 
 Frame 202-B includes a painting dated from 1742, clearly a photographic 
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reproduction of an allegorical portrait of Anne Henriette of France (1727-1752) as 
Flora, deity of Roman mythology (fig. 39). Anne Henriette, the older daughter of king 
Louis XV of France, a prominent young woman interested in music and the arts, made 
herself a model to several portraits by Jean-Marc Nattier (1685-1766) and other 
painters. 
 This reproduction of an eighteenth-century painting is held on a frame with a 
floral baroque arrangement, suggesting a closer relationship of the painting style and the 
decoration of the frame. Interestingly the painting depicts the figure reclined on the 
slope of a hill, while arranging a crown of flowers, with a distant, dark landscape 
behind.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: Anne Henrietta of France in the guise of Flore. Jean-Marc Nattier, 1742. (Nattier & Getty 
images n.d.). CS. 
 
 
 
 The pose is carefully staged and the whole scene looks like a theatrical diorama. 
The light falls brightly on the woman’s body and helps to the effect, like a sunbeam that 
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escapes through dark clouds, leaving everything else in an un-natural obscurity. Loose 
clothes, exposure of the shoulders and chest, as well as the direction of the look, suggest 
a flirt with someone outside of the frame (the place of the painter and the viewer), to 
whom the eyes of the model are directed. 
 This unique portrait, commissioned and owned by powerful patrons, must have 
been envied and admired by the privileged few who may have seen it in its time, 
preserving only a fleeting memory of it. 
 Walter Benjamin wrote in 1936, that before the development of means of mass 
reproduction, paintings were not objects of collective reception, as architecture has 
always been:  
 
In the churches and monasteries of the Middle Ages, and at the princely courts up 
to about the end of the eighteenth century, the collective reception of paintings 
took place not simultaneously but in a manifoldly graduated and hierarchically 
mediated way. If that has changed, the change testifies to the special conflict in 
which painting has become enmeshed by the technological reproducibility of the 
image. (Benjamin 2008, p. 36) 
 
 In the era of photography and the modern means of technological reproducibility, 
every owner of an affordable metal frame could own a copy of Anne Henrietta’s 
portrait, even if only a multiple, deprived of value and authenticity. The emancipation of 
the work of art came at the cost of the aura, which Benjamin poetically outlined as: ‘A 
strange tissue of space and time: the unique apparition of a distance, however near it 
may be.’ (Benjamin 2008, p. 23) 
 The photographs in frames 212-B and 214-B depict a young woman laying down 
in what looks like a massage table. The woman poses with her legs up and fancy shoes 
in front of a couple of toy rabbits, facing the viewer with a smile. Everything looks very 
much like a constructed studio scene and every object in the photograph seems to be a 
fake adornment.  
Although this image could not be identified (figure 40), a web search for images 
with women and rabbits returns a great number of old photographs depicting these 
subjects in a variety of staged scenes, in what seems to have been, throughout most of 
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the twentieth century, a popular way of representing the commercial iconography of 
Easter with an erotic charge, the so-called Easter Pin-up girls. 
 
 
 
Figure 39: Fragment of original 9x12 cm negative, inverted. Detail 214-B. BW. AGSN. DC. AU. 
 
 
 
 If we compare this portrait of a twentieth century woman with the eighteenth 
century painted representation of Anne Henrietta of France in the role of a roman 
fertility goddess, one might find some intriguing similarities and differences. Both 
women are laying down in a relaxed erotic stance and both are facing and challenging 
the viewer. The presence of rabbits in the twentieth century photograph could also 
symbolize fertility, eroticism or simple naïve playfulness.  
 It is known that a man painted the portrait of Anne Henrietta, in an era when most 
painters were men. Over two hundred years afterwards, the pin-up photograph was 
likely made by a man and probably meant to become the object of the male gaze. 
 On the upper right side of the negative we find the last picture (228-B). It 
uncovers a group photograph, depicting a family gathering around a 1950’s slide 
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projector (fig. 41). Unlike the other images, in this one the gaze of the models is not 
directed towards the viewer. All five people, representing parents and children, look 
convincingly in the same direction as the projector, towards the outside of the frame and 
all of them are synchronized in their smiles. For a moment, we may even forget that a 
slide projection implies a darkened room to be seen properly. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40: Fragment of original 9x12 cm negative, inverted. Detail 228-B. BW. AGSN. DC. AU. 
   
 
  
 Slide projectors became necessary and popular with the spread of colour 35 mm 
positive film, from the 1930’s onwards. Kodachrome film appeared in 1935 and was 
initially used mainly by photography and cinema professionals, relying on its detail and 
richness of colours. Soon Agfa developed their own positive transparency film, 
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followed by colour negative film and steadily colour processes were perfected and 
marketed globally throughout the 1940’s and 50’s.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 41: Advert of Kodak Cavalcade projector, 1958. (Costin n.d.). 
 
 
 
The period after the Second World War in the United States of America and 
Europe, was of a considerable growth of vernacular photography, a consequence of an 
aggressive industrialization and advertising directed to the amateur market.  
 The number of brands and models of slide projectors we can find from the 50’s 
and 60’s in the second-hand market today, is astonishing, as are the advertising pages 
produced for them. The ads usually represent beautifully arranged sets and extremely 
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well dressed models around this machine, suggesting it is very suitable for social events 
and family reunions (fig. 42).  
Kodachrome transparency film and the slide projectors that followed it, where a 
celebration of colour. Photographs in advertising for photographic products, as in most 
advertising, are always elegantly produced, representing idealized concepts of happiness 
and well-being, therefore they’re most of the times deceiving. Despite this, those 
advertising photographs certainly helped shape a general appreciation of colour 
photographs, even if the ones from most amateurs cannot compare with those 
advertising pages.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 42: Play Time, composition experiment in the light-box. 2015. DC. CA 
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 The negative presented here as an object of research, is a professional 
photographic record primarily intended to promote commercial products, whose 
function could be to display and preserve the imperfect vernacular photographs made by 
amateurs. Ironically, the images it transports inside are meant to encourage the making 
of more photographs and teach what a good picture could be. However, the content and 
historical times of the images it holds, suggest other interpretations of their political and 
economic implications. This container of images can be read as a kind of micro-atlas, an 
attempt at a totality of the history of art and humanity, from the eighteenth century up to 
the present. 
“Play” is what all the photographs included in our 9x12 cm negative are about. 
They show actors/models playing roles, which are about leisure and taking a time out 
from reality. The metal frames are meant to hold the photographs of the times of play. 
No decorative frame was ever meant to display images of terror and no vernacular 
photographs ever aimed to reveal but the instants of pleasure that could be found in 
times of suffering. 
 The work is in fact a photographic composition made on a light box, from a set 
of samples of light filters (fig. 43, 44). The filters contain their number and 
identification: Medium Red # 027; Light Blue; Yellow # 101; Sunset Red. They were 
recycled from photography/cinema production sets and suggest cinematic environments. 
This mutating piece derives its name from the film by Jacques Tati - Playtime, from 
1967 - which is also about the era and the colours that are suggested and simultaneously 
denied by the black and white negative under observation here.  
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Figure 43: Play Time, 2015. DC. CA. 
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4.8 Dissemination 
 
The works described in the previous sections were shown in group exhibitions, 
performed in public spaces, published in academic and non-academic publications. 
There was an effort in propagating the work through several channels, some more 
lasting then others, in the period between 2011 to 2015.  
This effort rewarded some feedback from viewers, that in some instances could 
still influence the course of the works, as was the case of the performance Spectrum, 
which found a name only after its first public screening. This also led to the piece being 
edited to a printed portfolio and published before being performed again in public in a 
collaboration with a slightly larger group of musicians. The documentation on this piece 
is archived and displayed permanently on my personal website, where some unique 
records and contextual information contribute to enrich the work.  
Presenting some of the pieces in multiple forms while researching and writing, 
gave me the opportunity to experiment with analogue image projection, as well as 
computer displays, micro-controllers, robotic structures and the printed page, adapting 
the work to explore limitations and advantages of diverse mediums and exhibition 
spaces.  
Some accounts of these forms of distribution have already been touched in 
previous paragraphs in relation to each work, but a more detailed report and analysis 
will be given in appendix 1, 2 and 3, where there’s a section on printed publications, 
another on a collaboration with the film festival FFP and a final one describing the 
ways in which my personal website fulfils its multiple roles of dissemination, 
presentation, and education tool. 
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Chapter 5: Towards a conclusion 
 
 In the introduction to this exegesis I presented a photograph of a hand holding a 
small passport portrait. This image was chosen to present and represent my 
investigation into the realm of personal and vernacular photographs. I choose this same 
photographic study to help me reach a conclusion to this cycle of artistic research. 
 Despite being a portrait of my progenitor, I only identify that face by means of 
an intricate set of relations with the memory of other members of my family and my 
own imagination.  
It is striking to observe how such a conventional image, reminiscent of a method 
of political control, can be at once a symbol of citizenship and not long afterwards, 
serve as an epitaph to the memory of that same person. This tiny conventional portrait 
demonstrates how the frontier between emotional recognition and critical detachment 
towards photographs can be slender and explains why I felt compelled to work with 
photographs of unknown people as well as my next of kin.   
In the use of photographs to witness and retain lasting memories, as was the case 
with the ones contained in most family albums of the pre-digital era, there may be some 
degree of innocence, in the sense that the possibility of failure of delivering the 
image/message into the future, may not be considered. I prefer to call it a sense of risk 
as I believe in amateur snapshots there is a concern with the after death. As Vilém 
Flusser wrote in Towards a Philosophy of Photography: “There is no such thing as 
naïve, non-conceptual photography” (Flusser 2000). The photograph is programmed to 
survive its maker. 
As an artist dealing with appropriation of vernacular photographs, I am perhaps 
looking for signs of how photographs of ordinary people may reveal the influence of 
other kinds of images, mirroring social, corporate or political concerns in order to 
transmit any coded messages into the future.  
The works presented in this research explore different paths of that fabric: the 
works Still Film, Spectrum and X-Y reflect on the conventions of studio portraits for 
identity documents or memorial purposes, leading to a diversity of possible learning 
pathways on photography’s technical history and social uses. On the other hand, Play 
Time aims at making visible the embrace of political and economic ideologies in 
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personal photographs, through the analysis of a set of portraits contained within one 
professional negative, found at a street market. 
If conclusions are possible from these incursions in the realm of personal 
photographs, is that they may reveal close to nothing about who they refer to, except 
conventional features and similarities between each other. Christian Boltansky 
understood this in his early experiments with other people’s vernacular photographs, 
through the scope of his “duchampian” challenge of artistic authorship and originality in 
the 1960’s.  
From the confrontation with photographs from the institutional archive from my 
hometown, my family shoebox of photographs and found material from travels to 
foreign countries, I encountered enough similarities to conclude that the unifying thread 
of the vernacular could connect them. It became apparent in this confrontation that most 
of the subjects, the morphology of the materials, their aesthetical and technical qualities 
can be analogous, confirming Boltansky’s perception to a certain extent.  
Despite these fruitful observations, the question “what knowledge and meanings 
emanate from lost photographs” as formulated at the beginning of this study, does not 
produce a straightforward answer. What vernacular photographs reveal depends on the 
beholder’s capability of articulating a “studium”, but also on the tissue of time that 
separates him from the photographs and his ability to remember. 
As demonstrated through the words of Barthes, Sontag, Sutton, Serén or Batchen, 
photographs tend to become more interesting and meaningful as time works upon them, 
because time is also a “punctum”. On another level, looking at vernacular photographs 
from an affinity perspective, opens whole different ways of seeing the conventions and 
discourses photographs may transport in them. Understanding photographic conventions 
and its historical uses is important, as they may give form to political discourses or help 
distinguish genuine familiar snapshots from carefully constructed photographs for 
commercial or propaganda adverts, as well as the transit of influences from one kind to 
the other.  
 Nevertheless, in this research it is difficult, if not impossible, to separate subject 
from object, since the artistic practice I propose implies the literal appropriation of the 
materials it focuses upon. Photographs always refer to a subject, a referent, an operator, 
geographical and cultural contexts. Because of everything the photograph refers to, as 
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an object it tends to become invisible. Thus, this work aims at calling attention to this 
vulnerable surface for the representation of things. Indexical or magical, the photograph 
as a vulnerable object, also documents and represents itself.  
 My engagement with the photograph’s morphology meets what Batchen has 
been demonstrating: that they’re not mere windows into something else, they have a 
physical presence. Referring to photo objects made from photographs into epitaphs and 
talismans, he reminds us that they “can be read not only as sensual and creative 
artefacts but also as thoughtful, even provocative meditations on the nature of 
photography in general” (Batchen 2000 p. 60). My explorations through practice aspire 
at bringing the spectator into confrontation with the photograph’s fragile materiality in 
order to reflect upon his own impermanence.  
Paying attention or simply looking privately at collections of photographs is one 
step in the process of studying them, revealing and disseminating the results of that 
study, in this case in an artistic research, is the necessary conclusion of that same 
process. 
Technology is a key element to the practice of any photographer since the birth 
of this relatively young medium, which remains an unstable technical process in 
permanent change, with a strong economic appeal in this digital and virtual era. 
In the works presented here, those old analogue photographs under study cannot 
escape being scanned and processed by the contemporary technologies which lend their 
robotic arms to the prosthetic eye of the camera. That is one of the most important 
aspects of this research, since it proposes that photography looks at itself, as the title of 
this thesis implies. 
By manipulating the technical apparatus involved in photography I transform 
reality in many ways that are not predictable, despite the technical control I might have. 
Surprise and contingency are not simple side effects of making photographs; they are 
productive aspects of the artistic process, reflecting my interpretation of Derrida’s 
notions of “invention” and Benjamin’s “optical unconscious”. 
The camera is in fact capable of capturing reality by itself because it has been 
programmed to do so, therefore, as Flusser proposed, what is left to the photographer is 
to understand and subvert the programs in a meaningful and intentional way.  
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By selecting and exhibiting photographs, which were lost or condemned to 
remain hidden in an obscure archive, I point in the direction of something that already 
exists as an image. Nevertheless, I am not merely recovering and showing accidentally 
interesting photographs, but suggesting new narratives conveyed by grouping, editing 
and other transformations I operate over them. Through a small granular sample of 
photographs from the old analogue vernacular world, I am calling attention to the global 
overabundance of photographs and the implications of making even more.  
I am not claiming there is no purpose in making more photographs, even if in 
every new day it seems harder to point the camera at anything without finding someone 
already doing it, or a “strictly no photography” sign. To counteract the immediacy of 
everything in the contemporary globalized world I propose to wait and meditate on each 
new image. 
 The contribution to knowledge in what I am proposing in this project, may not 
be clear in every one of its multiple parts, but maybe as a whole it forms something 
never achieved before. It is in the variety of approaches to the vernacular uses of 
photography, from the choice of multiple sources, old and new technologies related 
with the medium and the dialogue created between them, that this artistic research aims 
at some sort of innovation.  
I included my own personal pictures in the narrative of this work to make the 
statement that it is not about the “who” in the photographs but about the humanity in 
them. Lost photographs, found, re-used, re-interpreted, de-contextualized or not, are 
impossible to be truly understood. With every particularity related with who made them 
removed, they reveal to us only similarities and social conventions, but even amputated 
from their referents these photographs tell us about disappearance and death as a system 
of renewal.  
In her thought-provoking Lost Worlds, from 2005, Val Williams informed us, as 
potential subjects of lost photographs, for what might happen to them, a meaningful 
interrogation that might lead us to think about the content and fate of personal images 
one leaves behind - even if most of us may not have the chance to prepare for what 
might happen after death. 
In the seventies Susan Sontag, had already spoken of a need for an ecology of 
images, which Joachin Schmid so wisely and ironically advocated with his Institute for 
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the Reprocessing of Used Photographs in the 1980’s and Daniel Blaufuks touched again 
recently in his writing, by alerting us for the excess of images “without memory”. I 
choose these examples as my guides and intend to keep on dedicating my time and work 
to this cause, looking at the images already present in the world and thinking firmly 
before making new ones.  
The work accomplished in this research is thus unfinished, or at least open to 
change. The next chapter in my quest for the understanding of the world through its 
photographs will most certainly be an auto-analysis of my own production. I could not 
have come through this research without thinking of my own contribution to the excess, 
therefore need to go through my own analogue and digital files to re-discover the 
passion for photography. 
Maria do Carmo Serén, Portuguese art historian and philosopher who has 
written extensively on photography ends her book Metáforas do Sentir Fotográfico, 
with the thought that photography wraps around our lives like an addiction, reminding 
that we tend to criticize the excess of images while adding to its continuous flux (Serén 
2002). I cannot avoid this paradox, but I wish to leave an optimist forecast towards the 
future of humanity’s relation to photographs. After this excursion through the dungeons 
of lost and orphaned personal images, I strongly believe that it is possible to imagine 
new and meaningful ones.  
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Appendices  
 
1 Publications, 2012-2015 
 
 
 
 
Figure 44: Publications of visual and written essays, 2012 – 2015. DC. CA. 
  
 
 
1.1 An Uncommon Past  
 
This was an exhibition from 26 April - 13 May 2012 at the New Media Centre 
Gallery, Sichuan Fine Art Institute, Chongqing, China. In this catalogue and show I 
presented the series of four photographs entitled L’Orage, which later became The 
Storm and the short film My Father, which later became Still Film. 
A fragment of the introduction to the catalogue by Professor Huw Davies, Dean 
of the Faculty of Arts, Design & Technology, University of Derby: 
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a selection of photo digital and video works from ten staff and doctoral students 
based at the Faculty of Arts, Design and Technology at the University of Derby - 
it is a snap shot of some of our current and recent research activity. The title ‘An 
Uncommon Past’ in one sense reflects the diversity of journeys and practices 
that all of those artists represented have made. But it also hints at a more 
common future - where the themes of history, archaeology, memory and identity 
- represented in all of this work, will increasingly become a more universal or 
common language through which artists speak. (Goto 2012) 
 
An Uncommon Past/Visual Explorations of Time, History and Memory (2012). Faculty 
of Arts, Design & Technology, University of Derby 
 
 
 
1.2 Archivo Photography 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 45: Essay published on Archivo Photography 2012. DC. CA. 
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 In this book, a collection of essays and portfolios on Found Photography, I 
published a portfolio with a selection of photographs and text extracted from the 
performance Spectrum (pages 98-101). 
Archivo Photography 2012 (2013, Portugal). Edited by Ana Catarina Pinho. ISBN 978-
989-98426-0-1 
 
 
 
 
1.3 X, IRI 10 Anos, volume B 
 
In this book, a collection of research papers presented or related with the annual 
conference Imagens do Real Imaginado, of the Image Arts Department of ESMAE/IPP, 
I published the portfolio and text related with the The Storm series. 
X, IRI 10 Anos, volume B (2013, Portugal). Publication on the 10th year 
celebration of Imagens do Real Imaginado, the conference on cinema and documentary 
photography of the Department of Image Arts of ESMAE/IPP, Porto, Portugal.  
 
 
 
 
1.4 Cadernos IRI – 1 
 
This book is a collection of essays from researchers of the Department of Image 
Arts of ESMAE, the school of Arts of the Polytechnic Institute of Porto (Portugal). 
In this publication, I published an essay entitled Play Time related with the work 
with the same name within this research. 
Cadernos IRI 1 - 2015, (2015). Research publication of the Department of Image Arts 
of ESMAE/IPP (Porto, Portugal). ISBN: 978-989- 98726-4-6 
Published the essay “Play Time”, on the work with the same name.   
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Figure 46: Ilford catalogue in green background, 2015. DC. CA. 
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2 Family Film Project, a case of experimentation and study 
 
The FFP was launched in 2012, months before, I was offered a collaboration to 
create the photography that would be used in the promotion materials, with the sole 
request that the images should somehow suggest the concept of the family. Since I had 
begun the research within the PHD at around the same time, I took this as an 
opportunity to experiment with ideas and subjects I was already dealing with. It became 
a space for artistic experimentation by giving me the opportunity to create photographs 
with a specific purpose, while at the same time trusting me with a place in their 
programs for the presentation of works under development, revealing the disposition of 
their promoters to take risks. Not less important, it allowed me to present my work in 
alternative spaces and to different audiences in relation to white cube galleries, avoiding 
its formal and commercial expectations. 
FFP is a very special film festival in what their mentors propose as conceptual 
guidelines: the idea of the family as a resource for cinematic narrative and likewise a 
theme for academic and artistic research. FFP explores a flourishing margin left by 
mainstream festivals and opens it to a reflection that goes far beyond a film 
competition: It incorporates other artistic practices, conferences and publications, 
intended to build on the thinking and documentation about their chosen subjects. The 
name of the event suffered a metamorphosis in 2015; by losing the word “Fiction” as in 
Family Fiction Film Project, it gets simplified while enlarging its reach. 
FFP’s directors are practicing artists and researchers: Né Barros a choreographer 
and Filipe Martins a filmmaker. Behind FFP there is also the collective experience of 
Balleteatro, an art school with a meaningful influence in Porto’s art environment since 
the 1980’s, with growing international connections.  
On the preface to the second publication of FFP, the book Dislocations of 
Intimacy, Filipe Martins elaborates on the context for the birth of the festival:  
 
Nowadays we witness a profound revolution in the way we relate to image 
technologies (…). As it happened in previous revolutions, the impact upon the 
way we design our living and social narratives is profound. In fact it is through 
new digital technologies that, more and more, we build our mirroring, our place, 
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our own individuality, on what we make public, or through the intimate archive. 
(Barros et al. 2015) 
 
In the introductory notes to the same book, Né Barros describes the curatorial 
concepts in the following way:  
 
Overall, the program is structured by thematic lines such as: “Lives and Places” 
(focusing on the voyeuristic recording, biographical or documentary of habitats 
and daily life), “Connections” (focused on interpersonal and community 
dynamics) and “Memory and Archive” (dedicated to creative looks from 
witnessing and found footage). Following this research focus, in addition to movie 
screenings, the festival puts together lectures, installations and performance 
events that allow to map multiplicities that materialize the living of the 
contemporary and, at the same time, an opportunity to reflect their concerns. 
(Barros et al. 2015) 
   
Besides the creation of the photographic content of the promotion materials from 
2012 to 2016, I have also presented within the programs of FFP the performance 
Spectrum in 2012, the installation of a selection of films from the series Short 
Narratives in 2013 and the installation of X-Y in 2014, which was also the subject of a 
paper, published in Dislocations of Intimacy in 2015.  
 A description of the works developed from my own research has its place on 
chapter three, therefore will not be developed in much detail in this section, instead an 
account of the photographic content developed for the promotion materials of FFP, will 
be given chronologically in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 47: Promotion poster for FFP by designer José Simões, 2012. 
 
 
 
2.1 Promotion posters (2012-2015)  
 
Most of the photographs integrated in the posters and promotion material of FFP 
reflect the stage of the research I was going through at different moments in time. These 
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are essentially studies taken from a sketchbook of ideas, technical and pictorial 
explorations resulting from experimentation and chance. 
 None of the photographs presented and selected for this purpose coincide 
exactly with the ones selected for exhibitions, presentations or written papers related 
with the research. Despite that, they emerge and depart from the same raw materials and 
concepts. 
 The first photograph proposed for the FFP in 2012 is related with the series The 
Storm. It is one preparatory shot made at an early stage, the final work changed in terms 
of composition, despite using the same found glass negative, depicting a young child 
being held by the hand of an adult. The negative was photographed being held with care 
by a pair of gloved hands. The gesture of holding and protection is present in the 
original in relation to a child and gets repeated in the new photograph in relation to the 
fragile glass negative, which is now the subject.  
 The photograph is inverted, therefore the negative in the hands becomes 
positive, an effect which can be understood as both magical and technical. This allows 
for an emulation of the negative stage in photochemical photography, despite being 
achieved in a matter of seconds with software. The inversion creates an illusion that 
denies an immediate perception of the morphologic features of the photographic 
original. 
 This work addresses the loss of knowledge and contact with the negative as the 
true original matrix and “ghost” of the photograph, since its absence may be one of the 
most significant differences in the photographic process in relation to the pre-digital era. 
 In the poster (figure 48) this reading of the photograph may not offer itself easily 
to a viewer without the experience of photochemical photography. What seems to be 
most significant is the representation of the gesture of a hand holding a child, repeated 
in the gesture of hands holding an image. In the poster for FFP, the concept of the 
family and the inception of the event itself could be inferred from these signs. 
 The following year my proposal was a series of photographs of found 35 mm 
slides. Once again the images came out of the process of research I was engaging with 
at that moment. In this case a selection was made of images, which depicted groups of 
people engaging in tourism and other recreational activities. 
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Figure 48: Slide projection lab at IPP, Porto, 2013. DC. CA. 
  
 
 
At the projection lab in the Polytechnic Institute of Porto (fig. 49) I distributed 
and analysed hundreds of colour transparencies, gathered from findings in street 
markets and other places alike, as well as on eBay. These had been organised in rows 
per themes: natural landscapes, urban landscapes, flowers and gardens, houses and so 
on.  
 The idea was to let patterns emerge out of the randomly collected photographs 
and work with them as complex sources of colour, which would depend not just on the 
features of individual photographs but also on the effect of quantity. The process of 
experimentation revealed great possibilities but demanded even more material. The 
impact of such work would depend on gathering exponentially more 35 mm slides; 
therefore, this route was not further developed at that time.  
 The work that eventually was extracted from this set up to become part of the 
research was the series Short Narratives. This series implies a conceptual thought which 
is quite the opposite of the initial intent. It results from a careful selection of a very 
small number of photographs, which were later projected and interpreted in a series of 
short films.  
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Figure 49: Promotion poster for FFP, by designer José Simões, 2013. 
  
 
 
In what concerns the poster, this time the selected photograph shows several 
slide frames aligned in the light box. The composition and focus draws the attention to 
one image depicting a group of people facing the camera synchronously. One can sense 
an intimate complicity with the camera operator, but as we (the unknown viewers) take 
his place, it’s as if they are looking beyond the photograph into us, a case that could 
lead us to ask who’s looking at whom. It was this subtle imagined narrative that 
motivated the choice of the photograph for the FFP poster in 2013 (fig. 50, 51). 
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Figure 50: Original photograph for FFP promotion poster 2013. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
In 2014 the source for the making of the promotion materials of FFP was once 
again my collection of found 35 mm slides. This time I created a photograph that 
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contains a precarious cubic sculptural composition, assembled from a set of slide frames 
(fig. 52). The cube is intended as a playful artifice, it could suggest a castle made of 
cards as a metaphor to the building of a home and a family; or the myth of a sharp-
edged world, as most of these images refer to travel and exploration. Even if those ideas 
may come to mind when looking at this composition, its conceptual root is no more than 
an attempt at staging and amplifying the experiential intensity of Kodachrome 
transparencies: tiny photographic originals made of stunning hyper-natural colours that 
must be seen by transmitted light and enlarged, to be fully appreciated. 
 Due to the point of view of the framing, three images can be discerned but only 
one faces the viewer. It reveals a group of people looking at the camera from a distance, 
involved by large-scale green vegetation in what seems to be a path through a natural 
park. Once more there is a play with the direction of the look of the subjects in relation 
to the gaze of the viewer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 51: Kodachrome cube, a study for FFP promotion poster 2014. DC. CA. 
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Figure 52: Promotion poster for FFP, by designer José Simões, 2014. 
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When shooting, or selecting photographs I wasn’t overly concerned with design 
constraints in terms of space and form and there was no direct contact with the graphic 
designer prior to their making. An effort was made to supply a variety of photographs 
suitable for multiple interpretations, open for any transformation that suited the 
communication of the event. Nevertheless, the transformation this photograph took in 
the final poster (fig. 53) is the most shocking of the whole. Upon my first contact I was 
alarmed to learn that a concept could be so misinterpreted but in fact have learned to 
appreciate the change, in what it adds and subtracts to the original meaning. 
  The object seems to be falling in an empty space and the sense of movement it 
acquires is surprising. This is all achieved by doing nothing except rotating the object 
and enlarging the white area, intentionally reminiscent of commercial product 
photography. The suggestion of emptiness and isolation of the original is greatly 
amplified.  
 In the poster, the photograph lost its colour and the words Kodak and 
Kodachrome disappeared. This is where the transformation is the most radical and 
departs from anything intended at the moment of creation of the photograph. The brand 
Kodak has unquestionable importance in the context of the history of photography, but 
it also represents the growth of exploitative advertising and capitalism in the first half of 
the twentieth century. The removal of those words, while opening the image to a 
fictional reading, can be interpreted as a sort of political manifesto on the excessive 
consumerism which George Eastman, the mind behind Kodak ignited. Patricia Holland 
refers in relation to Eastman’s feat: “His crucial move was the separation of the taking 
of an image from the other stages involved in making a photograph. (…) Hence, in a 
single gesture, photography was both domesticated and industrialised” (Wells et al. 
2015 p. 159).  
 Strong traces of reality have been taken away from the original photograph but 
the resulting image still communicates something meaningful. What I find intriguing 
about those effaced slide frames turned into black and white, is that my brain reads the 
word Kodak and adds the colour to it, even when it’s not there. Intentional or not, I see 
this transformation as a kind of ideological “détournement”. 
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Figure 53: Ilford catalogue in white background, 2015. DC. CA. 
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In 2015, the source for the photographs was an old catalogue of Ilford 
photographic papers (fig. 55). The catalogue is both a display of paper’s textures and 
tones but also a portfolio of very refined, staged photographs. It is in fact a precious 
document of how photography was made and understood in mid twentieth century in 
technical, commercial and artistic terms. It happens that some of the photographs in this 
catalogue are recreations of familiar scenes, making them sort of ideal in terms subjects 
to associate with FFP’s promotion images. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 54: Ilford catalogue cover, 2016. DC. CA. 
 
  
 
The Ilford catalogue belongs to my collection of found photographic artefacts 
and does not appear in any other of my works within the research. The photographs 
created from this source were developed exclusively for FFP’s promotion. Despite that 
fact it still relates closely with the subject and questioning involved in the research, 
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feeding back into it and enlarging the scope of practice. 
 In one of these new photographs there is the hand of a woman holding it near a 
Kodak colour separation guide (fig. 45). The use of the guide represents a practice in the 
technical reproduction of historical artefacts as a standard for accuracy of colour and 
scale, accentuating the nature of the photographed object as a document. The hand 
holding the image, a recurring strategy in the construction of my photographs, would 
not be required in a mere documentary record but here it has the purpose of 
emphasizing the tactility and vulnerability of the object it holds. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 55: Promotion poster for FFP, by designer José Simões, 2015. 
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The result that I find most successful as an outcome of the designer’s 
interpretation is the one in which one hand holds the catalogue and the other holds the 
Kodak colour strip on a green background (Fig. 47), which became a duotone postcard 
(fig. 57). My initial reaction to the transformation of the original in the final design was 
also of surprise, but once again, given time and thought I came to understand and value 
what it became. 
 In what concerns composition, the photograph appears almost untouched in the 
postcard but its most important feature - colour - is changed into a duotone printing with 
an intense yellow-orange, besides black. The colour change has the immediate effect of 
denying the technical legibility of the photograph, taking away the most obvious traces 
of the real. 
 This could have been a budget constraint, a mere design decision or a 
combination of both. Whatever the scenario the fact is the final image may serve the 
purpose better than the raw original. The new tone is saturated and artificial, giving the 
image a cinematic sci-fi luminescence. At the same time, it becomes a background to 
the text that identifies the event, carefully placed along the side of the Ilford Catalogue, 
allowing the viewer to clearly see the photograph inside the photograph.  
 This is where the design reveals its strength: by removing the variety of colours 
of the original, the attention falls more easily on the humorous suggestion of a family 
depicted in the page of the catalogue. The scene gains visibility through layers of new 
constructed meanings, communicating all at once.  
 In all the photographs applied to the visual communication of FFP, there is an 
engagement with the simulacrum in many levels. In this case (fig. 47, 57), when looking 
at the photograph of the child, the dog and the doll, we witness the staging of a 
theatrical scene. Considering the context and purpose of the Ilford catalogue, this 
“fabrication” is clearly intended at influencing the viewer, either professional or 
amateur, about making more images. We witness here the artifice of the photographic 
industry and advertising aiming at multiplying the screens of the “panoptic system” in 
an ever-expanding cycle, as Filipe Martins discerns within the preface to Dislocations of 
Intimacy. 
 The new photograph created from this one, stages a deceptively simple scene: it 
includes elements which are related with technical reproduction, suggesting a 
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documentary procedure, but does so with the informality of a snapshot, by including the 
hands holding the catalogue and a green vegetation background. 
 What is at stake here is the interplay between documentary and fictional 
representations, leading to a questioning of what separates or connects the commercial 
from amateur or artistic photography. In this way, the medium is being observed and 
interrogated, as are the representations of the family. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Promotion postcard for FFP, by designer José Cruz, 2015. DC. CA. 
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 Summarizing his initial thoughts on the foundations of Family Film Project, 
Filipe Martins emphasizes it is “about giving space to this fertile zone (…), where life 
confuses itself with the living record, where the real is also performance and 
performance is also real” (Barros, N.; Martins 2015 p. 12).  
 
 
2.2 Research projects presented within FFP  
 
2.2.1 Spectrum, the performance (2012)  
  
At around the time of the preparation for the launch of FFP in 2012 I had been 
developing and rehearsing Spectrum, a performance involving the appropriation of 
photographic portraits from an institutional archive and a multiple projection of 35 mm 
slides, with the interaction of live music. The performance had been presented at the 
faculty of arts in Derby in June 2011 and I was looking forward to make a presentation 
in Porto since then.  
The first edition of FFP was held at Cinema Passos Manuel, the last of the 
traditional cinemas in the city centre of Porto. Besides being a cinema, Passos Manuel is 
also a good concert hall and was already my choice as a venue for the presentation of 
Spectrum. The proposal was presented to FFP and was accepted as an act within the 
festival. This was the only public presentation of Spectrum beyond the one made in 
Derby the year before.  
Spectrum is described in detail in the chapter concerning the artistic practice of 
this research. 
 
 
2.2.2 Short Narratives, installation (2013) 
  
In 2013 the series Short Narratives was under development. From that work I 
exhibited three short films at the entrance hall of the auditorium at BMAG, in Porto, 
where the festival was taking place. This was a very informal exhibition that took the 
form of an installation because of the place and means involved. The short films were 
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presented in repeated loops, housed in travel case-like video monitors, a prop recycled 
from previous theatre and dance performances. Not a very successful presentation 
because the space could not be adapted to the work nor the work to the space. 
 
 
2.2.3 X-Y, multimedia installation (2014) 
 
This work was presented in the hall of the small auditorium of Rivoli, the 
municipal theatre of Porto, the venue for the 2014 edition of FFP. It was composed of a 
pair of found photographic portraits made by the commercial studio Fotografia Beleza, 
Porto (Portugal), a robotic x-y plotter, a closed video circuit and a monitor. 
This is one of the last works developed within this research. An essay about this 
piece was written and published in the book Dislocations of Intimacy (2015), a 
publication of FFP, which is described in a paragraph below. X-Y is also described in 
detail in the chapter concerning the artistic practice. 
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2.3 FFP books (2013-2015)  
 
 
 
 
Figure 57: Cover for the book Das Imagens Familiares, 2013. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
2.3.1 Das Imagens Familiares/About Familiar Images, 2013 
 
 The first book edition of FFP launched in 2013 (fig. 58); it gathers a selection of 
essays by several authors, with a range of perspectives on the theme of the family and 
its representations in cinema and other arts. Contributors are academic researchers from 
philosophy, history and art backgrounds, curators, film festival directors and artists. 
 This first publication includes in the cover the same photograph selected for the 
festival poster in 2012. In addition, there is a detailed technical description of the 
performance of Spectrum along with the festival program of the year before. 
 
Barros, N.; Martins, F. (Editors). (2013). Das Imagens Familiares. Porto. Ed. 
Balleteatro, coleção Family Film Project. (ISBN 978-989- 96484-2-5) 
https://familyfilmproject.com/en/books/2013-about-familiar-images/ 
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Figure 58: Cover for the book Deslocações da Intimidade, 2015. DC. CA. 
 
 
 
2.3.2 Deslocações da Intimidade/Displacements of Intimacy, 2015  
   
The second book edition of FFP, launched in 2015 (fig. 59), follows the path 
initiated 2 years before. The cover of this publication is made from one of my 
photographs of the Ilford catalogue of photographic papers, the same used in the poster 
for the festival in 2015. Besides the cover photograph, in this book I also published an 
essay called X-Y, on my own work with that same name, exhibited in one of the festival 
venues in 2014, as described above. 
 
Barros, N.; Martins, F. (Editors). (2015). Deslocações da Intimidade. Porto. Ed. 
Balleteatro, coleção Family Film Project. (ISBN 978-989- 96484-3- 2) 
https://familyfilmproject.com/en/books/2015-shifts-privacy/ 
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3 Personal website (cesarioalves.net) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 59: Personal website (cesarioalves.net). CS. 
  
 
 
A digital representation of a photographic print on a computer monitor can never 
replace the experience of the scale, tactility and materiality of a printed original, as 
much as the live performance of a magic lantern show can never be felt with the same 
intensity on a documentary film, as it would on the actual dark theatre.  
A website, like a book, could become the index to real objects or events that 
existed in a certain place and time. For most purposes related with this research, the 
website cesarioalves.net (fig. 60) is a versatile host of multiple media, archiving and 
displaying documentation in the form of text, photographs, video and sound. Despite 
many limitations and design rules that constrain its functions, I still find it a powerful 
presentation and interaction device that makes it more than a repository of information 
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of past events. In its pages, I was able to spread windows to display and relate multiple 
media, allowing for an integration and interactivity that would not be possible in any 
other way. 
As an archive embedded in a powerful presentation tool, the website pages can 
mutate or remain static, adapting to the nature of the work. Despite having been 
exhibited experimentally elsewhere, some of the works involved in this research 
changed and found a different purpose in this virtual environment, because of its 
accessibility and mutability. 
The website became a way to expand the works, not just by adding information 
or documenting them, but also creating the conditions for new transformations. By 
presenting and contextualizing these materials side by side on a virtual space, 
establishing links with other places and allowing a repeated experience, it has the 
potential to become a learning and teaching tool, while keeping the function of 
disseminating the work.  
The persistence on the website as a permanent display for these pieces also 
unveils their status as objects under study, and of a mutating and permanently open 
process of artistic research. 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Spectrum 
 
In the case of the piece Spectrum, considering it was a performance, all that 
remains of it are the records produced in the moments it was presented. The 
performance itself was conceived as an immersive vision and sound experience, that 
depended on the projection of photographic transparencies to a live music soundtrack in 
a dark room. It demanded a great amount of rehearsals and preparation for a forty-
minute ephemeral event. 
The records, constituted of photographs, video recordings, sounds and texts, are 
all published on a webpage. Some of those audio-visual records of fragmented 
performances and rehearsals are themselves unique and experimental, therefore would 
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not be possible to repeat or perform. They add something entirely new and otherwise 
invisible to the work. 
Spectrum is necessarily different on the website, but it stills seems more than 
just a collection of archived pieces. What the webpage reveals is the possibility of 
relating those materials in ways that would not be possible in the performance. It can 
either extend the perception of the few that experienced the event, or simply introduce 
the project in a new way, to anyone unfamiliar with it. 
 
This piece can be viewed on the following URL: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/spectrum/ 
 
 
 
3.2 Still Film 
 
Still Film, which has also been exhibited in a gallery on an approximately 20x30-
inch LCD display, seems to gain by being experienced in a scale close to the natural 
size of the objects represented – the hand and the photograph. This means a web page 
on an average laptop computer monitor could be a suitable host.  
Although I cannot have any control over the viewing and listening experience on 
the personal computer of an unknown viewer, I do not expect it to be very different 
from my own as I view it on the website. The fact that the film was captured digitally, 
retaining its raw sound, also gives a reasonable expectation that it can be viewed in 
good conditions. 
This was not a piece intended to be exhibited as a large room projection or 
“tableau”. It was meant to be a reluctant, almost hidden gesture, and even if its display 
potential has not yet been exhausted, for the moment it seems to accept its discreet 
exhibition space. 
 
This piece can be viewed on the following URL: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/still-film/ 
3.3 The Storm 
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In The Storm series, four related 13x18 cm glass negatives are presented in the 
hands of a man, who could either be a conservation scientist or a magician. These 
photographs that stage the act of presenting an historical negative, should be displayed 
in a way that the scale of the represented negatives be approximately the same of the 
originals. This meant they should be enlarged to approximately 50x70 cm, as it was, in 
the show at the New Media Centre Gallery of the Sichuan Fine Art Institute, in China, 
2012. 
The year after, the work has been published in a book associated with a text that 
extended the images context in descriptive and speculative ways, making it an essay 
placed somewhere between documentation and fiction. In the book the images loose too 
much detail due to the small size of the pages and editorial restrictions, but the text 
interrogates the work, giving it a new light. 
On the website, it is impossible to present these photographs as they were first 
exhibited, but other possibilities emerge in the relationship they may have with written 
information and other images, forming a new creative and educational context. The 
work displayed in the website became an expanded essay that involves more than what 
was accomplished before on the gallery walls and on the pages of a book. 
Despite the smaller scale that limits the perception of detail, the images appear 
interlaced in a slideshow that blends one into the other successively, making more clear 
the work is about the growth of a child in the early stages of life.  
On another level, in a vertical spread of the webpage, it was possible to explore 
the relationship of the original negatives with the painting that eventually gave it a 
name, by enlarging a portion of the image and bringing to a clear view the painting in 
the wall. This has the added benefit of making details of the negative visible, which 
otherwise would not be seen. 
Other paths have been opened and wait exploration like presenting the 
photographs in a light box, replicating the conditions of the capture, which may happen 
in the future. There seems to be no ideal way of presenting these photographs, as they 
appear to acquire new meanings as the scale, space of exhibition and context change.  
This piece can be viewed on the following URL: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/the-storm/ 
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3.4 Unfinished Narratives 
 
In the web site, the films are placed vertically in a row, no special order and no 
information beyond the title. The webpage is used like a table to spread images, in this 
case moving images, revealing this is a work in process. 
 
This piece can be viewed on the following URL: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/unfinished-narratives/ 
 
 
 
3.5 X-Y 
 
The presentation of X-Y in the website integrates the essay I have written and 
published in print form and a film that captures the installation and object in motion. 
The work it refers is composed of many physical parts, requires a space to be installed 
and electricity to function. Neither the essay printed in a book nor the multimedia 
documentation on the website can render the material presence or the sense of 
continuity and repetition, which defines the installation piece, but the webpage re-unites 
the multiple parts in a unique way.  
The text exposes to some extent the quirkiness of the research and thought 
involved in the work, becoming as important in the process as any visual or sculptural 
elements. The film was made as an attempt to preserve some of the motion and detail of 
the objects involved, conducting the viewer and proposing a different way of 
experiencing them. It is meant as a document as much as a re-invention of the physical 
piece. 
In the process of constructing the webpage presentation, a new series of 
photographs emerged which came to be called Planets, suggesting new fictional 
explorations of the original work 
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These pieces can be viewed on the following URLs: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/x-y/  
http://cesarioalves.net/research/planets/ 
 
 
 
3.6 Play Time 
 
Play Time is an essay about colour and the illusionary power of pictures. As an 
essay, it is composed of photographs and text. It has been published in print form but in 
the website, it gets expanded by the crossing of several on-line sources that complement 
the essay. 
Play Time starts with a found 9x12 cm negative, depicting picture frames with 
cheap image bank photograph prints on them, and concludes with an image made from 
photographic lighting filters. The found negative is black and white, denying the viewer 
- a potential buyer of picture frames - the colour of the photographs inside the frames. 
The new image inspired by the found negative, re-imagines the colour missing from it 
through bits of transparent gel filters, used and abused in multiple photography and film 
productions.  
Play Time distils the content of the black and white negative into a minimal colour 
composition and a written essay. A very early version has been published in print and 
the visual element has been exhibited in a group show of the Image Arts Department of 
ESMAE/IPP, at the Art Biennial of Cerveira, Portugal, in 2015. It was presented in a 
light box, since the filters and negative come to life with transmitted light. 
Through the website, the visual element cannot be perceived in its full potential 
and materiality, but the computer screen simulates the effect of the light box to a certain 
extent. The inclusion of the text extends the work into an essay, making it more 
complete than the simple visual and sculptural element installed in a gallery. 
 
 
This piece can be viewed on the following URL: 
http://cesarioalves.net/research/play-time/ 
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4 Installation of a selection of works  
 
 
On this appendix, a technical description can be found for the installation of 
each piece presented for the exam at the College of Arts in Derby. A general diagram 
reveals the positions of the works in the room, as well as the suggested circulation route, 
followed by a detailed technical description of the works. 
 
All the works require the space to be darkened, preferably but not necessarily a 
completely black room. Since the pieces emit their own light, two of them projected in 
opposite white areas, one verifies the remaining ambient light may be sufficient for 
public circulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60: Diagram of Installation on a dark room with approximately 42 square meters 
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4.1 Technical specifications of the pieces 
 
A | The Storm 
 
 
 
	
Figure 61: Proposed installation for The Storm 
 
 
Four still pictures, slide show with crossfade between images. 
One-meter-wide projection onto white wall, with circular isolation mask on the 
projector lens. 
Data projector. 
Multimedia player connected to data projector. 
Small table or projector stand. 
 
 
………………………. 
 
 
B | X-Y 
 
   
	
Figure 62: Proposed installation for X-Y (details) 
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Two 50x60 cm framed photographic portraits. 
Permanent video loop. 
X-Y plotter 50x50 cm on a table with 100x150 cm. 
Miniature digital video camera.  
Digital to analogue video converter.  
Microprocessor and programming 
17-inch computer monitor (proportion 4:3) with VGA connector.  
Painting stand.  
Black camera tripod.  
60 Hz strobe with circular mask. 
 
 
 
	
Figure 63: Proposed installation for X-Y 
 
 
 
………………………. 
 
 
C | Still Film 
 
 
Video, 2 minutes, h264 codec with .mov extension. 
Stereo sound. 
Two-meter-wide projection from the floor to white wall, with circular isolation mask on 
the projector lens. 
Multimedia player connected to data projector and stereo speakers. 
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Figure 64: Proposed installation for Still Film 
 
 
 
………………………. 
 
 
D | Play Time 
 
9x12 cm original black and white, acetate negative. 
Set of used gel colour filters. 
Light box with 60x60 cm with black cardboard mask.  
Data projector. 
Media player with 10x16 cm screen. 
Table 100x100 cm.  
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Figure 65: Proposed installation for Play Time 
 
 
………………………. 
 
 
 
